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I. Introduction

A. General

1.1 Pursuant 10 Rule 113 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, the Prosecution files

this Reply Brief to:

(1) the "Sesay Response to Prosecution Grounds of Appeal" (the "Ses3IY

Response Brief'), I f led on behalf of lssa Hassan Sesay ("Sesay");

(2) "Kallen's Response to Prosecution Appeal Brief" (the "Kallon Response

Brief'), filed on behalf of Morris Kallan ("Kalloo,,);2 and

(3) the "Gbao-Response to Prosecution Appellant Brief' (the "Ghao

Response Brief'), filed on behalf of Augustine Gbao ("Ghao").]

1.2 The Prosecution relics au all of the submissions iu the Prosecution Appeal Brief This

Reply Brief only addresses specific points raised in the Defence Response Briefs that

warrant further submissions in reply, and docs not address Dcfeuce submissions

which arc already adequately addressed in the Prosecution Appeal Brief, or which

merely disagree with the Prosecution submissions. Where the Prosecution omits to

address particular paragraphs or points in the Defence Response Briefs, this in no way

implies that the- Prosecution makes any concession to the Defence arguments.

1.3 The full references for abbreviated citations used in this Reply Brief are given In

Appendix A.

B. Standards of review on appeal

1.4 The standards of review all appeal are addressed in paragraphs J.5 to 1.20 of the

Prosecution Appeal Brief.

1.5 The Gbao Response Brief argues that the Prosecution's right of appeal "should be

more strictly construed" than the correspondiug Defence right, because of the

Prosecutor v. Sesay. Katton, Gbao, SCSL-04-15-A-1293, "Public Sesay Defence Response- (0 Prosecution
Grounds of Appeal", 24 June 2009 ("Se~ay Response Brief'),
Prosecutor v, SemI', Katton, Cbao, SCSL-04-1S-A-1292, "Confidential Kallon's Respousc 10 Prosecution
Appeal Brief", 24 June 2009 ("KaHon Response Brier').
Prosecutor v. Sesav. 1\.011011, Gboo, SCSL-04-15-A-1291, "Confidential Gbao - Response to Proseeution
Appellant Brief', 24 June 2009 r'Gbao Response Brief").

Prosecutor v. Scsay. Katton. Gbao SCSL-04-15-A



Prosecution burden of proving guilt beyond reasonable doubt' and because of the

principle of double jeopardy (non his in idem).5

1.6 The Proseeution submits that the prineiple of non his in idem is irrelevant to the

standard of review in a Proseeution appeal. As a matter of logic, if the no" his in

idem principle were relevant, Prosecution appeals would not be permitted at all.

However, that logic is directly contradicted by Article 20(1) of the Special Court

Statute and of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence (the "Rules"! which provide

expressly that the Prosecution has a right of appeal against judgements of the Trial

Chambers.

7 Indeed, as a matter of logic, if the principle of non his in idem were relevant in this

situation. it would also be impossible for the Appeals Chamber, in a successful

defence appeal, to quash a conviction and 10 order a retrial. On the Defence's logic,

the Appeals Chamber ,...-culd in such a situation be confined to quashing the

conviction and declaring the accused not guilty, since a retrial would amount to a

second trial in the same matter. However, that logic is directly contradicted by Rule

118(C) of the Rules which provide expressly that "In appropriate circumstances the

Appeals Chamber may order that the accused be retried before the Trial Chamber

concerned or another Trial Chamber".

1.8 The Prosecution submission is that a retrial following the quashing of the first verdict

by the Appeals Chamber is a subsequent stage in the one and the same criminal

proceeding. It is not a second subsequent criminal proceeding in respect of the same

matter. The non lns in idem principal only prohibits a rtev.. criminal proceeding in

respect of the same matter, after the first criminal proceedings has been finally

concluded.

1.9 Thus, in the Muvunvi case, the JCTR Appeals Chamber very recently held (on 24

March 20(9) that where an accused is retried after a first conviction is quashed on

appeal, it is not a violation of the nOli his ill idem principle even jf the prosecution

adduces evidence at the second trial that was not adduced at the first trial.~ The

Appeals Chamber said that:

The nUll bis in idem principle alms to protect a person who has been finally
convicted or acquitted from being tried for the same offence again. The

Gbao Response Brief paras 4 and 5-8. See abo Kallon Response Brief paras W5-106.
Gbao Response Brief, pala5,oj and 9-10.
Prosec.uor \'. ;~hIVIlII.J'i, ICTR-2000-S5A-AR7\ "Decision on the Prosecutor's Appeal Concerning the
Scope of Evidence to be Adduced in the Retrial", Appeal Chamber, 24 March 2009 ("Muvunyi 24 March
1009 DCl·isioll").

Prosecutor \'. SoOsay, Kallen. Gbao SCSL-04-15-A 2



Appeals Chamber quashed Mr. Muvunyi's conviction related to his alleged
conduct at the Gikore Trade Center and ordered a retrial on Count 3 of the
Indietrneru for that event, in accordance with the Rules. As such, there is no
final Judgement with respcet to that auegauon.'

1.10 It follows a [oniori that where the Appeals Chamber reverses an acquittal and

substitutes a conviction (instead of remitting the matter to the Trial Chamher), this is

not a second criminal proceeding in respect of the same matter, but a subsequent stage

in the one and the same criminal proceeding. The non bis in idem principle has no

application in this situation.

1.11 As to the argument that a different standard of review on appeal applies to

Prosecution appeals because of the burden of proof on the Prosecution, it IS

acknowledged that the issue before the Appeals Chamber in an appeal against an

acquittal is different to that in the case of an appeal against conviction. In the case of

an appeal against conviction, the defence must establish (hat no reasonable trier of

fact could on the evidence have come to a conclusion of guilt. In the case of an

appeal against an acquittal, the prosecution must establish that the only conclusion

open to any reasonable trier of fact on the evidence 'vas that the accused was guilty"

It is submitted ihar the quotes in paragraphs 6 and 7 of the Gbao Response Brief. and

the cases cited in footnote 9 of the Gbao Appeal Brief as well as the quotes and eases

cited in paragraph 1.10 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief, are all consistent with this, as

is the quote from tbe Partially Dissenting Opinion of Justice King in the CDF Appeal

Judgement, at paragraph 6 of the Gbao Response Brief. In a Prosecution appeal

against acquittal, the standard is not whether the Prosecution has "disproved beyond

reasonable doubt" the facts round by the Trial Chamber on which the acquittal was

based, but rather, whether a finding of guilt was the only conclusion open to a

reasonable trier of fact on all of the evidence in the case.')

/yhmmyi 24 March 2009 Decision, para. 16 (foomote omitted), observing that Article 14(7) of the
International Covenant 011 Civil and Political Rights provides that "No one shall be liable 10 be: cried or
punished again for an offence: for which he has already beenjinally convicted or acquitted in aceordance
with the law and penal procedure of eJell country" (emphasis added). An acquittal by the Trial Chamber
[hal is subject to an appeal to the Appeals Chamberrs not afinal acquittal. An accused who is rcmed after
an acquural has been revered by the Appeals Chamber has therefore nOI been "finally ncquined" in the
previous proceeding.
Prosecutor v. sesay. Kaifu/!, Chao, SCSL-04-15-A-1278, "Prosecution Appeal Brief', 1 June 2009
t-Prosecutton Appeal Brier'), para, l.1O Compare also Prosecutor v. Kmojetac. IT-97-25-A.
"Judgement", Appeals Chamber, l7 September 2003 ("Krnojeluc Appeal Judgement"), para. \'l;
Prosecutor v. Rutagnnda, ICfR-96-3-A, "Judgement", Appeals Chamber, 26 May 2003 ("Nflfugullda
Appeal Judgement"). [lara. 24.
Kmojelac Appeal Judgement, para, 186 C·., the Appeals Chamber considers that the only reasonable
finding that could be reached on the baSIS of the Trial Chamber's relevant findings of fact was that the

Prosecutor F. Scsay, Kalton. Gbao SCSL-04-15-A J



1.12 It is submitted that subject to this difference, the standard of review is the same for

hath Prosecution appeals and Defence appeals. In particular, the standard of the

"reasonable trier of fact" is the same in both cases. To the extent that the Gbao

Defence suggests otherwise, it is submitted that its argument is not supported by the

established case law on the standards of review on appeal.

2. Prosecution's First Ground of Appeal: Continuation of the
joint criminal enterprise after April 1998

A, Reply to the Sesay Response Brief

(I' ) P lim! 10re tmmary Issue one

2.1 The Prosecution has acknowledged thai it would be impracticable at this stage to remit

the case to the Trial Chamber for further findings of facL I I However, it is submitted that

the Trial Chamber's findings, and the evidence contained in the trial record, provide a

sufficient basis for the Appeals Chamber to determine that the only conclusion open to

a reasonable trier of fact was that Sesay was liable pursuant 10 the ICE mode of liability

for crimes in Freetown and the Western Area.':'

(ii) Preliminary issue two':'

2.2

u

,.

The crimes in Kono District to which the Prosecution's ground of appeal relates are set

out nr paragraph 2065 of the Trial Judgement." As Sesay was convicted under modes

b~alill:;s were inflicted upon the non-Sorb detainees because or their political or rclrgjous affiliation and
thai, consequently, rbese unlawful acts were committed with the requisite discnmmatory inrent");
Prosecutor v. Brdanin, IT-99-36-A, "Judgement", Appeals Chamber, 3 April 2007 ("Brilaltif/ Appeal
Judgement"), para. 483 r- ... the Prosecution has shown thai no reasonable trier Or£1Cl could have railed
to reach tile conclusion that rhe principal perpetrators of the large-scale killings OCCUlTing at four of the
Iocaucns identified by the Prosecution, on (he basis or rhe rest or the Trial Chamber's findings, had the
requisite IiW71S rea for the cnrne of extermination"). See also, for instance, Prosecutor .', Struvur, IT-OI
42-A, "Judgement", Appeals Chamber, 17 July 201)8, para. 307; Prosecutor v. Martie, [T-95-II-A,
"Judgement", Appeals Chamber, 8 Octo her 2008, para. 318; Prosecutor v. Tadic, IT-94-1-A, "Judgement",
Appeals Chamber, 15 July 1999 ("Tadil: Appeal Jndgemeut"). para. 233,
Sesay Response Brier. paras 1-2.
Prosecution Appeal Brier, para. 2.172.
See also Prosecution Appeal Brier. paras 1.5-120 on the standards of review on appeal.
Se~a) Response Brief, para 3.
See also ProSIc'CUfM 1', Scsay, Kelton, Coao, SCSL-04-IS-A-1252, "Proseruncu's Notice of Appeal", 28
April 2009, para ](Iii)(b).

Prosecutor v. Sesay. K{/!iOIl, Gbaa SCSL-04-l5-A 4



of liahility other than lCE for acts of enslavement.!" the Prosecution docs not seek to

suhstitute these convictions with convictions under the .TCE mode ofliahiiity.

(iii) Preliminary issue three (Parts 1 and 2)1(;

2.:1 The Trial Judgement introduced neither a "fourth" category of lCE nor a theory of guilt

by association and the Prosecution is by no means advocating for the creation of

"outdated and bad law"." The Prosecution's position is that on the basis of the factual

record hefore the Trial Chamber, and the Trial Chamber's own intermediate findings of

fact, the legal theory of lCE as correctly articulated by the Trial Chamber l 8 could not

only sustain the finding that the lCE continued after April 1998, but that this was the

only conclusion reasonably open to a trier of fact. Furthermore, while it is accepted that

the third category of .ICE may have generated some debate," it is nonetheless firmly

established in the case law of international criminal tribunals, and has been held by

those tribunals to be part of customary international lavi.21
) The function of the Trial

Cham her is to apply the existing law 10 the facts as found by the Trial Chamher. A Trial

Chamber would not be acting within its duty if it declined to apply the established law

on the hasis that the law has been the subject of criticism by some commentators. It rs

similarly the duty of the Appeals Chamber to apply the established law. Paragraph 10

of the Scsay Response Brief does not accurately reflect any interpretation of .fCE

liability made either hy the Prosecution or the Trial Chamber. It is moreover clear that

responsibility under the first category of .TCE can only arise where an accused shares the

intent [or the crimes found to be within the .TCE.

2.4 The Prosecution relies further on its arguments at paragraphs 5.2 to 5.14 of the

Prosecution Response Brief.

Ii

I ,

ts

20

SCI.: Prosecutor v Sew)', Kutlon, Gbao. SCSL-04-15-T~1234, "Judgement", Tri:J.1 Chamber, 2 March 2009
(vTr-ial Judgement"), para. 2065 (Item 4.1.2Alil-(lii)), and paras 2115-21 J6 and 2133.
Sesay Response Brief. paras 4-11.
Sesay Response Brief para. 115,
Trial Judgement. paras 251-266.
For a recent commentary sec c.g. H. Olasolc, "Joint Criminal Enterprise and its Extended Form: A Theory
of Co-Perpetration GIving Rise To Principal Liability, A Notion of Accessorial Liability, or A Form of
Partnership in Clime'!" (2009) 20 Criminal Law Forum 263~2S7.

Sec e.g. Prosecutor v. S/{]kh\ IT-Y7-24-A, "Judgement". Appeals Chamber, 22 March 1006, para. 62.

Prosecutor 1'. Sesay. Kallan. Gbao SCSL-04-15-A



(iv) Preliminary
-rneans"'" .

issue four: Distinction between "purpose" and

2.5 On the issue of the distinction between "purpose" and "means" in the context of .TCE

liability, the Prosecution relics on its arguments at paragraphs 5.4 to 5.14 of the

Prosecution Appeal Brief. The Sesay Defence's recitation of SOme of the relevant

jurisprudence says little in response to the Prosecution's First Ground of Appeal.

Rather. it appears designed 10 holster Sesay's own grounds of appeal. In order to be

held liahle under the .TCE mode of liability, an accused need not have directly

contributed ((I the crimes. The accused must be found 10 have intended the criminal

means, which together with the objective, constitutes the .TCE. However, the accused's

0\',.'0 contribution need only be a contribution to the leE, aud not necessarily a

contribution to the criminal means.

(v) Preliminary issue four: Continued participation of Sesay"

l.G The argument in the Prosecution's First Ground of Appeal is that the .TCE Hut was

found by the Tri31 Chamber /0 have come into existence soon after the May 1997 coup

continued after April 1998, and that the leading members of the AFRC and RUF did nor

at that point hegin to pursue the goal of taking over the country independently of each

other. The Defence has tailed to demonstrate any gaps in the Prosecution's analysis of

Sesay's continued role in this joint pursuit of the common purpose or in the

Prosecution's analysis of his contribution to thc JCE.23

2.7 The Sesuy Defence is nol correct to slate that the Trial Chamber found that there were

no RUF fighters involved in the Freetown invasion."

(vi) Prellminarv issue four; Lack of comparative assessment of
contrtbu tion ~j

2.8 The Scsuy Defence argues that "the larger the criminal even! that is alleged the more

direct participation in those events would be required for either the crimes to be

imputed to the Accused and for appropriate inferences concerning intent to be

--.----

,5

Scsay Response Brief, paras 12-2:'.
Scsav Response Hiler, paras 26-33.
Proseeution Appeal Grief. p;Jr3S 2,15 J 102. [(I 1.
Trial Judgement, paras 860,1514 and 2189,
Sesay Response Brief, paras 34· ..:10.

Prasecutcn V. Sesav, Katton. Gbao SCSL-04-15-A 6



reached.,,2!> The Sesay Defence cites no authority [or this proposition, which the

Prosecution submits is incorrect in law. The legal elements of the ICE mode ofliability

are the same regardless of the size of the JCE_ For instance, in the Kuremera case, the

lCTR Appeals Chamber rejected a defence submission that "the Trial Chamber 'erred

by failing to consider whether the 'extended' form of joint criminal enterprise liability

applied to vast enterprises in customary international law",.27 The Appeals Chamber

found. that:

it is clear that there is a basis in customary international law for both
K'E liability in general, and for the third category of ICE liability in
particular. Moreover, though the Tribunal's Appeals Chamber and that of
the lCTY have, in several case" dealing witb different factual situations,
explaiucd the requrrcrnenrs for establishing different types of ICE liability,
not once has either Appeals Chamber suggested that ICE liability can arise
only from participation in enterprises of limited size or geographical
scope."

2.9 In establishing whether an accused was a participant in the .rCE, and whether the

accused. made a significant contribution to the .TCE, the same clements and the same

rules of evidence apply, regardless of whether the Jf.E is large scale or small scale. The

Trial Chamber must decide in the light of all of thc evidence in the case as a whole

whether the legal elements have been proved. While the Trial Chamber can only

convict if satisfied that guilt has been established beyond a reasonable doubt, it is for

ins lance possible for the Trial Chamber to be so satisfied on the basis of circumstantial

or other evidence. There is no special rule that a large scale ICE requires proof of a

more "direct responsibility", or more "direct" evidence of the accused's participation in

the .ICE.

2.10 As a practical matter, it may be, for instance, that in the case of lCE HI: "In certain

circumstances, crimes committed by other par1icipants in a large-scale enterprise will

not be foreseeable to an accused"." However, as a matter of law, it will always be a

question to be determined on the evidence as a 'whole whether the clements of ICE

liability have been proved. In the present case, for the reasons giveu in the Prosccntion

Appeal Brief, it is submitted that based 011 the Trial Chamber's findings and the

evidence in the case, the only conclusion open to a reasonahle trier of fact is that Sesay

SeS<lY Response Brief, pam. 36.
Prorecntor v. Karesncrcr et ut., ICTR-98-44-AR72.5, tCTR-98-44-AR72.6, "Decision Oil Jurisdictional
Appeals: Joint Criminal Enterprise". Appeals Chamber, 12 April 2006 ("Kuremeru 12 AIJril 2006
Decision")' para. J l.
Koremem J2 ..~pril2006 Decision. par::l. L6 (footnote omitted].
Knremcru 12 April 2006 Decision, para. 17.

Prosecutor v. Sesay. Kolton. Gbaa SCSL-04-15-A 7



did make a continuing significant contribution to the .lCE and possessed the requisite

intent for the crimes found to be within the .lCE, even though he was not directly

concerned in the commission of the crimes in Freetown.JO As noted in the Prosecution

Appeal Brief, in order to be liable for all crimes committed within the .ICE, a participant

need not have made a contribution to each of the different types of crimes, or to the

crimes in each of the different locations. It is sufficient that all of the crimes were

within the .lCE, and that the accused made a significant contribution /0 the JCg J 1

2.) 1 The arguments set out at Annex A of the Scsay Response Brief do not undermine this

argument.

(vii) Preliminary issue five: JCE 11132

2.12 The Prosecution refers to its arguments at paragraph 2.147 ofthe Prosecution Appeal

Brief and paragraphs 5.72 to 5.75 of the Prosecution Response Brief. Although the

Trial Chamber considered the evidence separately iu relation to each District, this did

not affect the fact that there was still only one single .ICE. The Prosecution's conteution

is that on tbe evidence the only conclusion open to a reasonable trier of fact is that the

.lCE continued after the end of April 1998, Contrary to what the Sesay Defence

contends, a finding that Sesay, as a participant in the Jf.E, was rcsponsihlc under .lCE

JJ[ for crimes that were a foreseeable consequence of the .leE. is not to confuse jtzs ad

bellum \vith./lls in bello. Sesay can only he responsible under .lCE III for crimes that

were a foreseeable consequence of the execution of the common criminal purpose. He

is not individually responsible for the fact that the RUF engaged ill a conflict. Sesay's

liability for crimes committed in Freetown would follow from a finding that one or

more of the crimes charged in Counts 1 to 14 were committed in Freetown, and that

such crimes were intended criminal means within the j Cf in one or more other

locations, 01' a foreseeable consequence of the execution of the common purpose.

(viii) Lack of plurality: April to August 1998 33

') 13 All or the findings mentioned at paragraph 47 of the Sesay Response Brief were

considered in the Prosecution Appeal Brief and the Prosecution therefore did not base

," See further Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 2.153 10 2.161.
See Prosecution Appeal Brief para. 3.32.
Scsay Response Brief para. 45.
Scsav Response Brief paras 46 to 56.

Prosecutovv. Scsay. Kolton. Chao SCSL-04· l5-A 8



4-'6.(,0

its submissions on an incomplete reading of the Trial Judgement." Indeed, a substantial

part of the Prosecution's argument is based on the inferences Ihat a reasonable Trial

Chamber should have drawn from the Trial Chamber's own findings.

2.14 The reason for the lack of communication between Gulli! and the RUF following

Gullir's departure from Kana is not irrelevant to the issue as asserted by the Scsay

Defence." Gullit clearly wished to retain communication with the RUF and was

hampered by logistical problems. As soon as communication was restored, Gulli! spoke

of cocperation" A relatively short period of severed communications is not fatal to the

continuation of a .leE.

2.15 In relation to Superman's departure for Koiuadugu, the Prosecution refers to the full

canted of its submissions ut paragraphs 2.51 to 2.62 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief

While it is true that it W,JS "lawful for senior AFRC and RUF members 10 cooperate to

act in concert, providing that this 'NaS not directed LIt fitrthering crime", it is not

suggested that evidence of such action in concert should be viewed in isolation, rather,

it constitutes one of the building blocks in establishing .TCE Hability."

Ox) Lack of plurality: August to December 1998J~

2.16 The Prosecution accepts that the Trial Chamber found there [0 be animosities both

within the RUF, including bet ......'een Bockarie and Superman, and between the RUF and

the AfRC.]<) However, tbe Prosecution's argument is that on the evidenee the only

reasonable conclusion IS that communication and cooperation continued

notwithstanding such animosities. In particular, the Prosecution's submission is that the

Trial Chamber placed undue emphasis on SAT Musa's relationship with members ofthc

RUF and his personal agenda. These factors arc not relevant to Climes committed in

Freetown and the Western Area in January and February 1999 after SAl Musa's

death.~(1

2.17 Thc Sesay Defence is not correct to assert at paragraphs 67 to 68 of the Sesay Response

Brief that communication hctween Superman and Bcckaric lasted for only one week. A

morc accurate reflection of the evidence ofTFI-361 is that communication lasted for a

.\(,

.J7

'"
",

Prosecution Appeal Bnet, pJnlS 2,23 and 2.42.
Sesay Response Brief, para. 54 .
See Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 2.46.
See also Sesay Response Brief, paras 81-82.
Sl'S<lY Response Brief, paras 57-!'3.
Prosecution Appeal Brief paras 1.94-2.109.
Prosecution Appeal Brief paras 2.99 to 2. tal and 2.87 to 2.93.

Prosecutor v. S~:lGY. Kolton, Gbau SCSL-04-1S-A 9



period of two ,...·CCkS.
4 1 In any event, communication was resumed some months later,

prior to the attack on r-,.·IJkeni. 42

2.18 The Trial Chamber found Witness TFl-361 to be a reliable witness on the whole, and

largely accepted his evidence.P The Prosecution refers in addition to its arguments at

paragraphs 4.10 to 4.13 of the Prosecution Response Brief in relation to reliance on

evidence of insider ,...-itnesses. It must be noted that the Trial Chamber found that ajoint

training base was established in Kcinadugu and in this respect did not rely on the

uncorroborated testimonv of TFI_361.44 There is no contradiction in the testimony of- ~

TFI-361 as his evidence shows that the consultation with Bockarie conceming the

establishment of the joint training hase occurred during Superman's second week in

Koinadugu, prior to the suspension of commlJnication.4~

2.19 In relation to the reliance 011 TFl-184, it is not disputed that the evidence of the witness

should be considered in its full context, nor is it disputed that SAJ Musa had developed

hostility towards the RUF.

(x) Cooperation between the AFRC and RUF in the January 1999
invastou'"

2.20 The Scsay Defence is nol correct to assert that the Prosecution failed to address the

issue of SAl M usa's refusal to allow communication with Superman or Bockarie or any

resulting "non-comrnunication".~1The Prosecution has pointed to the Trial Chamber's

findings that despite such orders, communication between GulliL and Bockarie in

. I . '"particu ur. contmucd..

2.21 In relation to the cooperation between Superman and the High Command, the

Prosecution refers to its submissions at paragraphs 2.63 to 2.73 of the Prosecution

Appeal Brief and notes that a gap in communication does not require a finding that

action in concert had ceased. Rather, it is significant that despite animosities, the

interdependence within the plurality was such that joint action in furtherance of the

1.i

",

rFI-361, Transcript 18 July 2005. p. 39.
Prosecution Appeal TIner, pam. 2.61; see also TFI-361, Transcript 18 July 2005. p 39.
Trial Judgement, para. 549.
Trial Judgement, para. 852, referring to TFl-263, Transcript 7 April 2005, pro 6.12; TFl-361, Transcript
12 July 2005, pp. 51-52 (CS) and evidence that SAJ Muse and Superman operateda joint military training
camp: TfI-O?], Transcript 18 July 2005, p. 42.
TFI-361, Transcript 12 July 2005, p. 68 and compare with Tfl-361, Transcript 18 July 200'1, p. 39.
Sesay Response Brief, parJs 84-212.
Scsay Response Brief, para. 86
Prosecution Appeal Brief pJr:lS 2.93 and 2.100.
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common purpose was ongoing and that the same key players continued to resurface.

Notably, Superman was part of the planning meeting for the joint AFRCIRUF second

attack on Freetown,40

2.22 While the Prosecution did not challenge the Trial Chamber's finding at paragraph 2199

of the Trial Judgement that strategic points had already been burned when Bockaric

gave Gullit the relevant orders, the Prosecution did challenge the inference the Trial

Chamber drew from this finding."

2.23 In relation to the arguments at paragraphs 103 to 105 of the Sesay Response Brief, the

Prosecution refers to paragraphs 2.82 to 2.85 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief.

2.2-1. The Prosecution does not agree that the issue of unreasonable reliance on the testimony

or Sesay is irrelevant. Scsay's evidence was relied upon in relation to key findings

concerning Bocka-ies attitude towards Gullit's communications during the Freetown

attack. This gave the Trial Chamber an unfounded and uncorroborated hasis on which

to dismiss the reasonable inference that RUF leaders were poised to assist Gullit.

2,2.5 The Prosecution's submissions concerning the pattern of crimes found to have been

committed by the Trial Chamber should be read in the context of the submissions as a

whole and assist in demonstrating rhar the same criminal means continued to be

intended by thc participants in the lCE after April 1948. The Prosecution submits that

the pattern does lead to the "irresistible conclusion" that the 1"\\'0 rebel forces continued

to implement their actions according to a common criminal plan."'

(xi) Application oflegal principles52

2.26 The Prosecution refers to its submissions at paragraphs 2.l45 to 2.146 of its Appeal

Brief:

'"
'",,

Trial Judgement. para. Sf).:!.
Prosecution Appeal Brief pam. 2.137; and see Scsay Response Bnef paras 101-102.
See Sesay Response Brief para. 107.
Scsay Response Brief, paras 113-114.
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B. Reply to the Kallon Response Brief

(i) Finding as to (he formation, membership, purpose, continuation
and ending of the JCE53

2.27 The Kallen Defence LS incorrect to state that the Trial Chamber found that the common

plan changed after the ECOMOG intervention. The Trial Chamber in fact concluded

thai "it was not a new common purpose thal was agreed upon by the participants at this

stage but a continuation of the common purpose that was in place during the Junta

regime. ,,54 It is possible for a person to withdraw from a .ICf or for new persons 10 join

without a completely new .TCE coming into existence. Changes to the plurality are

distinct from changes to the common purpose.P

(ii) Principle of 1111110 poena sine cu{pa56

2.28 The Prosecution agrees that care must be taken in referring collectively to the AFRC

and RUE In view of the pleading, and finding, that there was a leE between leading

members of the AFRC and ROF, and that AFRC and RUF fighters were used as tools

hy those leading members to carry out crimes, reference to the "groups" must be seen as

shorthand for the members and tools of the .ICE. As such the use of the term "group" is

not inappropriate. Furthermore, as the Trial Chamber found that only a .ICE between the

AFRC and the RUF was pleaded, the Prosecution's emphasis is on the continuation ofa

plurality of persons comprised of members of hOtll the AFRC and the ROF.

(iii) Independent pursuits of the AFRC and RlIF~7

2.29 The Prosecution's submissions at paragraphs 2.28 to 2.33 of the Prosecution Appeal

Brief must be considered in the context of the submissions that follow those paragraphs,

i.1

i s

KaJlolJ Response Bner; paras 6-12.
Tria] Judgement, pam, 2069.
The Trial Chamber, at para 262 of the Trial Judgement, correctly stated rhat the "identity of thc other
persons or persons making up the plurality may change over [he course or the existence of the JOInt

criminal cnrerpnse as participants enter or withdraw from it". However, the junsprudence cited in support
of that statement concerned changes to the objective of the lCE resulting in the creation of a new JeE
rather than change, to the plurality, Trial Judgement. para. 262, .:ilmg Prosecutor v B/a:.;ojevic and Jokir':,
IT-02-60-T, "Judgement", Tria! Chamber, 17 January 2005, paras 700-701. See also Kallon Response
Bile!, footnote 22. SlT further Prosecutor v. Kraiiinik. IT-00-39-T, "Judgement", Trial Chamber, 27
September 2006 ("Krujifnik Trial Judgement"). para. 1086.
Kallen Response Bnef', paras 13-20, See also Kallon Response Bnef para. 46
Kallen Response Hnef paras 21-23,
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in particular the submissions at paragraphs 2.42 to 2.141 of the Prosecution Appeal

Brief.

(iv) Contacts between the AFRC and RUFs~

2.30 The Prosecution reiterates its submission that the evidence of ongoing friction between

memhers of the plurality tends to demonstrate the Trial Chamber's en-or in finding that

the disagreement in April 1998 marked the end of the .ICE.59 While the extent of

discord may he relevant to a factual determination of whether or not there was a

common plan." the evidence in this case is that allegiances fluctuated and that the

plurality was held together precisely by common interests and the shared pursuit of the

common purpose. The Prosecution submits that the AFRC and RUF not only had 111

work together because it made sense strategically." but also did in fact continue to act

in concert after April 1998.

(v) Assessment of the conflict between AFRC and RlIF(,2

2.31 The Prosecution's arguments concerning the importance of the Scwafe Bridge operation

and the relevant dates are set out at paragraphs 2.43 and 2.44 of the Prosecution Appeal

Brief. The Kallon Defence appears to misinterpret these arguments.

(vi) Events in the lead up to the Freetown arrack?'

2.32 The Prosecution refers to its reply to the Sesay Response Brief at paragraph 2.16 above

in relation to SAJ Musa's personal attitude towards the RUF.

2.33 [0 relation to the cited evidence ofTFI-167, the Prosecution does not dispute that there

WlIS a period when Gullit did not communicate with the RUF, namely when he Jacked a

microphone as found by the Trial Chamber.M Notably Witness TFl-167 also stated that

RliF fighters were present during the march to Rosas, including in the command

structure.I" The Prosecution submits that the evidence cited by the Kallon Defence does

Kallen Response Brief. paras 2"-25, 28 and 31-39.
Prosecution Appeal Brief para. 2.1 (1)

Kallen Response Hricf para. 36
See Kallen Response Brief, para. 38.
Kallon Response Drief. paras 26-30.
KaJ)Ol1 Response Bnct, paras 47-n.
Prosecution Appeal Brief para. 2.46 and Trial Judgement, para. 1;41;.
TF1-l(j7. Transeript Iv October 2004, p. 47, lmes 24-29
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not negate the Prosecution's thesis as to a lCE between the RUF and the AFRC at that

time.

2.34 As to paragraph 55 of the Kallon Response Brief, it is submitted that the question is

whether on the evidence as a whole, a reasonable trier of faet could have eoneluded

otherwise than that that the joint criminal enterprise continued beyond the end of April

1998, If tbc answer to that question is negative, it is immaterial that there were certain

contradictions in the evidenee, or uncertainties coneerning certain important facts. In a

large scale international criminal trial, the evidence is rarely totally consistent, and there

is rarely certainty as to every single fact. Notwithstanding this, there may still be only a

single eonclusion open to a reasonable trier of fact as to the ultimate issues in the case.

2.35 It is not argued that Superman was sent to Koinadugu "to join SAl in order to expedite

the plan to attack Freetown?" but rather that Superman was sent 10 SA.T Musa to eusurc

the action in concert between senior members of the RUF and AFRC continued and that

Superman did in fact work with SA.l Musa for a period while at the same time working

in concert with the RUF High Command. The Prosecution refers in addition to its

submissions at paragraph 2.62 ofrhe Prosecution Appeal Brief.

2.36 The Prosecution accepts that there was friction between Superman and Bockarie. 67

However, this did not prevent the two [rom cooperating to achieve their common aims.

The Prosecution submits that the evidence cited by the Kallen Defence(j~ does not

require an inference other than the one the Prosecution submits is the only reasonable

inference as set out in paragraph 2.35 above.

2.37 It is not necessary for the Prosecution [0 demonstrate that radio communications

contained criminal content. Evidence of radio communications must be seen in the

context of the evidence as a whole. The Prosecution refers in addition to its reply to the

Sesay Response Brief at paragraph 2.21 above.

(vii) The Fr-eetown inv3sion6
'J

2,38 The Prosecution notes that the reference to the RUF plan to attack Freetown relates to

the Trial Cbamber' s findings as to the meeting convened by Bockarie to plan the

0'>

KaU'Jn Response Brief, para. 61.
Prosecution Appeal Brief para. 2.103.
KaJ10n Response Briet~ paras 57-6l.
Kallen Response Brief paras 73-93.
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recapture of Kono and Frcetown. 70 The Prosecution's arguments as to the necessary

inferences to be drawn do not amount to "speculation"."

2.39 Further, the evidence set ont by the Kallon Defence does not establish that there was no

concerted action between the AFRC and RUF in the Freetown invasion, As noted

ahuvc,72 the Trial Chamber's Ok'N [indings provide the basis lor what the Prosecution

submits are the only reasonable conclusions to be drawn, taken in the context of the

evidence in the case as argued by the parties and analysed against the specific errors

asserted by the Prosecution.

2.40 In relation to the release of high profile RVF prisoners from Padcrnba Road Prison, and

the attempted release of Sankoh, It should be noted that Bockarie told Gullit to hand

such prisoners over to Sesays custody at Waterloo and this order was complied with. 73

This dispels the inference proposed by the Kallon Defence.

{viii) Application of legal principles74

2.41 The Prosecution docs not dispute that an accused's role in a leadership position may be

relevant to his liability pursuant to a lCE, however, it is submitted that "effective

control" is not a requirement in order lor Jeb liability to ensue."

2.42 The Kallen Defence argues thaL distance from the crime scenes, while not negating the

possihiluy of leE liability, goes to show whether participation was "significaotv"

However, the Prosecution submits that an accused may make a significant contribution

to a leE without ever being at an actual crime scene." As the Trial Chamber found, as

to the required extent ofthe participation of an accused a lCE, the Prosecution need not

demonstrate that the accused's participation is necessary or suhstontiul, and it is only

required that the accused must 01 least have made a significant contribution to the

crimes [or which he is held responsible." Thus, a substantial contribution by the

accused is not required. As the ICTY Appeals Chamber recently beld in Krofisnik:

70

See Proseomon Appeal Drief, para. 2.63 and Trial Judgemcnl, paras 861-862.
Sec Kallen Response Rl'kf.!-,df<l. 7:1.
See paragraph 2,13 above.
Prosecution Appeal Brief para. 2.80, relying on Trial Judgemcnr, para. 887 and footnote L735.
Kallou Response Brief, paras 94-1 DO,
Prosecunon Appeal Brief, para 7.. Ic1o.
KaHanResponse Briet~ para. 98.
See v.g. Kraidllik TI'Jal.lucgemem, paras 7~9, 883 and 1121.
Trial Judgement, para. 261, CIting Brdaniu Appeal Judgement, para. 430, citmg Prosecutor v. Kvodca et
ot., IT-98·30/1-A. "Judgement". Appeals Chamber. 28 February 2005 ("K.'otka Appeal JUdgement"),
paras 97-98.
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The Trial Chamber held thar a contribution of the accused to (he leE need
not, as a matter of law, be substantial. The Appeals Chamber agrees and
rejects .TCE counsel's contenuon to the eontrary. lr also recalls thai the
accused's contribution 10 the crimes tor which he is found responsible
should at least be significant. As such. JCE counsel is wrong 10 sll~gest that
.TeE cnminaliscs the mere holding ofbeliefs supportive of crimes.'

It is submitted that a "significant" contribution is one that had some actual contributory

effect, even if the accused was only one of many participants in the .ICE having a minor

role as compared to other participants. (In paragraphs 2.113, 2.156, 2.162, 3.32 and

3.32 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief, the words "substantial contribution" should m

fact be understood as meaning "significant contribution" in this scnse.)

2.43 In reply to paragraphs 99 and 100 of the Kallon Response Brief the Prosecution refers

to its submissions at paragraphs 5.20 to 5.27 of the Prosecution Response Brief and at

paragraph 2.12 above.

C. Reply to the Ghao Response Brief

(i) Errors of fact or law~o

2.44 The Prosecution submits that it is irrelevant whether the alleged errors are errors ofJaw

or fad, since the Prosecution has pleaded both types of errors in its notice of appeal.

The Prosecution acknowledges the different standards of review on appeal for errors of

law and errors 01 fact. The Prosecution also acknowledges that the errors set out in its

First Ground of Appeal are prima facie all errors of fact rather than errors of law.

However, in some cases. even where the Trial Chamber correctly articulates the law,

the fact that it reaches an unreasonable conclusion when applying the law to the

evidence and its findings of fact may lead an Appeals Chamber to conclude that the

Trial Chamber must have nonetheless not fully appreciated the correct legal principles,

such that it must have ultimately applied the wrong legal test, which is an error of law.

(ii) Justice Boutet's Dissent8 1

2.45 The Prosecution disputes that. by referring to the findings of the Trial Chamber, it

thereby "fails to acknowledge Judge Bontet's dissent". A judgement of a Trial

Krojiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 675 (footnote omittedt, citing Brdanhi Appeal JUdgement, para. 43D;
KWH/.:O Appeal Judgemem", para. 97.
Gbao Response Bnef. paras 15-t6.
Gbao Response Brief, paras I? -18.
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Chamber can he given unanimously, or can be given by majority.lIl Even where the

judgement is given by majority, that judgement is the judgement of the Trial Chamber.

A finding of [act in the judgement of the Trial Chamher is a finding bv the Trial

Chamber, whether or not it was a unanimous judgement. A judgement of a Trial

Chamber does not carry any lesser status by virtue of the fact that it was a majority

judgement. It is not necessary, whenever referring [0 ajudgerncnt of a Trial Chamber,

to point out whether it was a unanimous judgement or a majority judgement, since this

is irrelevant. The Prosccufion has never denied that Justice Boutet appended a

dissenting opinion," but this dissenting opinion does n01 undermine or weaken the Trial

Judgement.

(iii) Prosecution's roll" as organ of international criminal jusrtce'"

2.46 TIle Gbao Defence is incorrect 10 stare that tile Prosecution has chosen to "align itself

with the majority's findings that Gbao significantly contrihutcd to the JeE as RUF

Ideologist or ideology instructorv." The Prosecution suhmits that it was open to the

Tnal Chamber to consider the nexus between the ideology and the crimes that were

committed and that to do so did not constitute an error. f(, However, the primary

contention of the Prosecution is that Gbao also participated in the leE in other ways

which were also taken into account by the Trial Chamber in making its findings. It is

submitted that even if the repetitive nature of the Trial Chamber's findings in relation 10

till'; ideology, coupled with the strong dissent of Justice Boutct, may lead to the

"ideology findings" being given undue prominence, and this should not detract from

full consideration being given to all of the ways in which Gbao contributed to the leE

on the evidence and on the Trial Chamber's findings.

2.47 The Prosecution does not dispute the role of the Prosecution in assisting the Court in the

fair administration of justicc. The Prosecution rejects the contention. however, that it is

acting solely [or the purpose of obtaining a conviction. The Prosecution has consistently

allcged that Gbao was a member of the K'E <:IS charged in the Indictment. The

Prosecution is not obliged to urge an acquittal simply because the Trial Chamber

afforded a particular aspect of the evidence a greater prominence than that which had

Rule 88(C) of the Rules of Evidence and Procedure.
Prosecnnon Appeal Briel; foornores 30 and J3.
Gbao Response Brief, paras 22-36.
Gbao Response Brief para. 22.
See Prosecution Response Jrief, paras 5.64-5.66.
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been contended by the Prosecution at trial, or simply because the Trial Chamber based a

finding on particular evidence that had not been relied upon by the Prosecution in

relation to the issue ill question. The Gbac Response Brief does not establish how the

Prosecution has in any way acted inconsistently with its proper role in the criminal

justice system. It is submitted that the Gbao Defcnces arguments in this respect are

simply a digression from the real issues which neither undermine the Prosecution's

substantive arguments on appeal nor assist the Defence in its substantive response.

2.48 While i: may be possible for the Prosecution to appeal or seek dismissal of convictions

on the convicted person's behalf in the present case the Prosecution does not do so and

submits that there is no basis for the dismissal of any of the convictions ill this case. The

Prosecution brings its own grounds of appeal against [he Trial Judgement for the

reasons set out in the Prosecution Appeal Brief and this Reply Brief, and with reference

also to .hc reasons given in the Prosecution Response Brief.

(h) Alleged JCE in Kono District after April 1995R7

2.49 It is notable that the Gbao Response Brief is focussed almost entirely on the findings as

to Chaos role as RUF ideologist and ideology instructor, believing this (together with

his role in the recruitment of child soldiers) to be the only basis on which the

Prosecution argues that his contribution continued after April 1998.'''8 The other WO.Y'S

in which he was found to have contributed to the .ICE, including through his positions

uf authority, :lIC not addressed in the Ghao Response Brief The Prosecution's argument

is that Ghaos role in the .ICE, in all the ways found by the Trial Chamber prior to the

end ofApril 1Sl98, continued alter April 1998 until at least the end of February 1999.89

('"J Alleged JCE in Kaliahun District after April 1998<J 0

2.50 In relation to Gbao's convictions on Counts 1,7,9 and J3, the Prosecution explained in

the Prosecution Appeal Brief that these crimes were found to be of a continui ng

Gbao Response Drier, paras 37-38,
Gbao Response Dricf. para. }7.
P~wgr;}rh 7 1fiR of the PWSCr:lJtIOIl Appe-a! Brief be-gins with '"Gb:1O was found to /IaVe made a sufficient
coutribnuon to the Jf'E in Kailahun Dismct''.
GOilO Response Brief paras 39-49,
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nature." Thus, while they commenced. before the end of April 1998, they continued in

some cases up to the end of September 2000.

2.51 The Gbao Defence provides a misleading summary of the Trial Chamber's fmdings in

relation to the killing of 64 suspected Kamajors.'l2 The Trial Chamber considered this

event independently of any reference 10 the RLJF ideology." However, it went on to say

that it was strengthened in drawing its conclusions by the knowledge that Gbao was a

strict adherent to the RUF ideology "and gave instruction OIl all its principles to all new

recruits to the RLfF,,94 Whatever the conclusion on appeal in relation to this last

finding, it would not detract from the fact that the Trial Chamber was already satisfied

that Gbaos role in the killings was a significant contribution to the leE even before it

referred 10 Gbao's role in RUF ideology as another reason why this was the only

reasonable conclusion open to it. It is conceded, however, that this even! took place

during the lCE period as found by the Trial Chamber and it is not relied upon

specif.cany as a factor in support of the continuation a f the ret."
2.52 Iu relation to forced labour, the Prosecution refers to paragraphs 5.92 to 5.94 of the

Prosecution Appeal Brief and to paragraphs 7.148 to 7.166 of the Prosecution Response

Brier:

(vi) How crimes in Kallahuu furtbered the JCE:'!()

1.53 The Prosecution notes that even if the crimes under Counts J, 7, 9 and \ 3 in Kailahun

were committed exclusively hy members of the RUF, this does not mean that the crimes

were nol within a .TCE involving both members of the AFRC and members of the RlT

In the case or .ICE liability, it is not necessary that all members of the JCE were directly

involved in the commission or all of the crimes that were within the JeE Jt is only

necessary to establish that all accused made a significant contribution to the lCE. 11 is

not necessary for each crime to have been committed by a combination of AFRC and

RUF forces.

'"

93

Prosecution Appeal Oricl; para, 2.177-2.179. Sec atso Prosecution Response Bncl, para. ).91 in relation to
Gbao Response Brief footnotc zZ.
Cbao Response uner, para. 40.
Trial Judgement paras 2165-2 :66.
Tnal Judgement. para. 2170.
Sec Gbao Response Brief para. 45.
Gbao Response Brief. :)31;15 47·49.
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3. Prosecution's Second Ground of Appeal:
Gbao on Count 12

A. Introduction

Acquittal of

3.1 The Prosecution's Second Ground of Appeal contends that the only conclusion open

to any reasonahle trier of fact on the evidence before the Trial Chamber and the Trial

Chamber's own findings is that Gbao is guilty Ull Count 12 of the Indictment on the

basis of 'us participation in a .ICE, or airentanveiy, on the basis that he planned and/Or

aided and ahcttcd those crimes.

3.2 Paragraphs 3.19 to 3.44 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief set out the relevant findings

of the Trial Chamber in support of the Prosecution's contentions in so far as they

relate to Ihe period of the .leE as found by the Trial Chamber (that is, until late April

1998),

3.3 Paragraphs 3.45 to 3.53 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief set out the relevant findings

of the Trial Chamber in support of the Prosecution's contentions in so far as they

relate to the period after the end of Apnl 1998.

3.4 Paragraphs 3.54 to 3.96 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief set out the relevant findings

of the Trial Chamber and evidence [hat was before the Tri<JI Chamber in support of

the Prosecution's alternative contention that Gbao was responsible for planning and/or

aiding and abetting the crimes in Count 12 ofthe Indictment.

B. Relationship hetween Count 12 and Count 13

3.5 In reply to paragraphs 61-63 and 126 of the Gbao Response Brief, the Prosecution

relics on its submissions in paragraphs 3.34 to 3.42 of the Prosecution Appeal Rnet:

In determining whether GbJO Vias guilty on Count 12, the Trial Chamber was entitled.

and indeed rcqnired. to have regard to any relevant Findings relating to any other

Count, in so far as those findings were relevant to Count 12. In relation to each count

on which an accused is cbarged, the Trial Chamber is required to make its findings on

the basis of all of the evidence in the case as a whole. Some evidence may clearly be

relevant to more than one count, and if so, it must be taken into account in relation to

each count to which it is relevant. Similarly, the findiugs of the Trial Chamber ill

relation [0 one count may also be relevant in relation to another count. and if so, those
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'J<)

findings must be taken into account in considering eaeh count to whieh they are

relevant. It is not the case, as the Gbao Response Brief appears to suggest, that the

evidence and findings related to each count must he considered independently, and

that evidence and findings of the Trial Chamber can not he taken into account in

relation to more than one count.

3.() It is submitted that the system of enslavement that was found by the Trial Chamber to

exist in Kailahun District, in respect of which Gbao was found to be individually

criminally responsible as a participant in the JCE, was closely connected to the forced

military training that included children. Apart from anything else, there was a

connection by virtue of the screening system, which was managed bv the G5 over

which Gbao was found to have a supervisory role." The Gbao Defence appears not to

dispute that it was this screening system thai identified who was fil for military

training, and that those sent for military training included children. The Trial

Chamber found that the G5, which managed the capture <HId deployment of civilians

in furtherance of the RUF's goals, was considered to be a security agency falling

under the purview of the Overall Security Commander (OSC).9~ Gbao was the Overall

Security Commander (OSe) from 1996 to 2001 and remained so throughout the

Indictment period.?"

3.7 The Gbao Defence contends that apart from the finding that Gbao loaded former child

soldiers onto a truck and removed them from the ICC (as 10 Which, sec the subsequent

paragraphs}, there are no other findings relevant to Count 12 that indicate that Gbao

was involved in a system of enslavement related to forced military training. loo The

Prosecution submits that this is not correcr. At paragraphs 1487-1488 of the Trial

Judgement, the Trial Chamber found that forced military training in Kailahun District

between 30 Novemhcr 1996 und 1998 constituted the crime of enslavement as

charged in Count 13. Gbao was found to be individually criminally responsible for

these acts of forced military training as enslavement, as a participant in the .TCE. lO l

The Trial Chamber expressly found that "Gbuo was direcl1y involved in the planning

and maintaining or a system of ensfavementv.l'" In any event, as submitted III

paragraph 3.32 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief, it is not necessary in order to

Prosecution Appec) Brief paras. 3.35-3.39. 3.:'9-3.61.
Trial Jndgemcm. para. 204 S.
Trial Judgement, para. 697.

1'111 Gbao Response Brief [J;:JIa. 62.
101 Trial Judgement, paras 2 [56 (Item 5.1.3(n») and 2164-2173, especially para. 2167.
1'>} IIi;:Jl Jmjgcment, para. 2167.
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estahlish Gbao's responsibility for enslavement to show that he contributed

specifically to the crime of enslavement. It is necessary only (0 establish that the acts

of enslavement were within the lCE, that Gbao shared the intent of the Jr.'E, and that

Ghao made a significant contribution to the lCE.

3.8 Contrary to the Gbao Defence's claim, thc Prosecution does not rely "pnncipally''

upon the contention that Count 12 was corollary 10 Count 13 in order to demonstrate

that the Trial Chamber erred in acquitting Gbao on Count 12. ' 03 Rather, the

Prosecution relies on the totality of the Trial Charnber'e findings as set out in

paragraphs 3.34 to 3.42 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief. Further, in reply to

paragraph 62 of the Gbao Response Brief: the Trial Chamber's finding relating to

Ghao's role in loading former child soldiers onto trucks and removing them from the

ICCin-t was only one of the findings relied upon by the Prosecution in support of its

submissions.

3.9 As to paragraphs 64-66 of the Gbao Response Brief, the evidence of TFl~14I that

screening took place in Gbaos presence was only one of many items of evidence and

findings of the Trial Chamber referred to in the Prosecution Appeal Brief on which

the Prosecution relics in relation to this ground of appeal.

3.10 As 10 paragraphs 64-66 of the Gbao Response Brief the Trial Chamber did not find

that Ghao was "not a highly respected RUF officer" in Kailahun District. Rather, it

"notejd] that there is evidence that certain fighters did not respect the Unit

Commanders, and Gbao personally, since they were not fighters".105 In any event, the

question whether Ghao was respected or not is immaterial to issues of Gbao's rank,

responsibility, acts and criminal responsibility. A person can he in a very senior

position and yet not be respected-lack of respect does not mean that a person docs

not have a senior role. A person does not need to be respected in order to plan a

crime, or to be a participant in a joint criminal enterprise. Even jf for the sake of

argument it were assumed to be the case, as the Defence suggests, that the G5 units

were not "part of the operational military command structure", this would not mean

that members of the G5 had no responsibility lor the system of enslavement, or that

Gbao was 110t a participant il\ the lCE, or that he did not plan or aid and abet the

conscription and/or the use of child soldiers. Numerous findings actually show the

10, Gbac Response Brief para. 63.
IO~ Gbao Response Brief para. 62.
105 Trral Judgement footnote 1308. emphasis added.
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particular importance of G5 commanders in the system of enslavement, as shown in

paragraphs 7.157 to 7.158 of the Prosecution Response Brief for Kailahun District.

J.l1 Similarly, as regards paragraphs 73 to 77 of the Gbao Response Brief, the Trial

Chamber in fact found that "although the evidence is insufficient 10 conclude that

Gbao had effective control over" the G5,106 i! was satisfied on the evidence that

"Gbao had considerable prestige and power within the RUF in Kailahun Distriet",i07

that he had "considerable influence over the decisions taken by" the G5 and other

bodies.l'" and that he had a "supervisory role" over the G5 aud other bodies. 1Vi The

Gbao Defence docs not establish that this conclusion was not reasonably open to the

Trial Chamber. lCE liability is not to be conflated with superior responsibility under

Article 60). For lCE responsibility, and responsibility for planning or aiding and

abetting, it need not he established that the accused had effective control over the

direct perpetrator, or had (he ability to give orders to the direct perpetrators.

3.12 As to paragraphs 78-100 of the Gbao Response Brief, it is submitted that these

paragraphs do no more than disagree with the Trial Chamber's evaluation of the

evidence in the case. Tt is submitted that the Gbao Defence does not establish that the

findings of fact made by the Trial Chamber were not reasonably open to it on the

basis of the evidence before it The Prosecution submission is that based on those

findings which the Trial Chamber did make, it was not open to a reasonable trier of

fact to conclude that Gbao was not guilty. Contrary to what is suggested in paragraph

78 of the Gbao Response Brief, the Prosecution is not seeking to "reverse" the Trial

Chamber's findings as to Gbao's role within the RlIF in Kailahun District. On the

contrary, the Prosecutiou relics on those findings. As submitted in paragraphs 3.12 to

3.17 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief, the basis of this ground of appeal is that

although the Trial Chamber made these findings offact, it failed to go on to consider

whether in Ihe light of these findings, the elements of lCE liability or of aiding and

abetting were satisfied in relation to Gbao in respect of Count 12. In contrast with

superior responsibility under Article 6(3) of the Statute, .TCE liability, planning, and

aiding and abetting, do not depend on whether the accused had the power to issue

orders to the direct perpetrators, to enforce discipline, or on whether the accused

received reports from the direct perpetrators.

---------
Hit· Trial JUdgement. para. 2034.
107 Trial Judgement, para. 20.ll
II,,; Trial Judgement, p~TJ. 2035.
!U" Trial Judgemcnr. para. 2035.
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3.13 Paragraphs 105-113 of the Gbaos Response Brief argue that the Trial Chamber's

finding that Gbao had loaded former child soldiers onto trucks and removed them

from the ICCI]O was erroneous. i II However, with regard to alleged inconsistencies

discussed in the Gbac Response Brief in rein/ion to TFl-174,1I2 it is "within lhe

discretion of the Trial Chamber to evaluate any inconsistencies. to consider whether

the evidence taken as a whole is reliable and credible and to accept or reject the

'fundamental features' of the evidence. The presence of inconsistencies in the

evidence docs not, per se, require a reasonable Trial Chamber to reject it as being

unreliable.,,']3 Just as the Trial Chamber is not required to refer expressly to every

item of evidence in its judgement, it cannot be required to address every inconsistency

between different items of evidence. The Trial Chamber is presumed to have

considered nil of the evidence in the case as a Whole, including the contradictions and

inconsistencies in the body of evidence as a whole. The Trial Chamber in Ihis case

was clearly alive to the relevant issues and adequately dealt with the evidence and

addressed any il1consistcncies.lI~ It is settled jurisprudence that the mere existence of

inconsistencies does not nullif.... the testimony of a witness.!" For inconsistencies to

have a nullifying effect, the appellant must show I.hat the inconsistencies in question

do truly unsettle the "fundamental features" of the case.' i(J

3.14 It is not the Prosecution's submission that Cbao's presence during a single G5

screening constitutes Gbao's criminal responsibility for planning the conscription of

children tor military training. 1
17 Rather, it is a piece of evidence that the Prosecution

relics upon together with all the findings of the Trial Chamber set out in paragraphs

3.54 to 3.96 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief. It is submitted that the Trial Chamber

duly addressed the inconsistencies discussed in the Gbao Response Brief in relation to

TF1·174 11S (see paragraph 3.9 above) in arriving at its findings at paragraph 1690 of

the Trial Judgement.

""
'"
lie

IIJ

I i 1

II'

I 1(,

I I J

Trial Judgement, para. 1690.
Ghao Response Oriel', paras. 62, \02-113
Ghao Response Brie( paras. 105-113.
Proveautor v. K1Ipr6klC CI al.. IT-'):i-16-A- "Judgement", Appeals Chamber, 23 October 2001 ("Kuprdkic
Appeal .Iudgemcnt"), paras. 30· 32.
Trial Judgement, paras 478-491 . 522-5 ~6. 539-603.
KUJ!1"e.,'kic Appeal Judgement, para. 31.
KlIJil"6kil' Appeal Judgement, para. 31.
Gbao Response Brief, para 65, referring to Prosecuncn Appca) Oriel: para. 3.(j4.
Gbao Response Brief, paras. lO:i-tlJ.
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I, I

C. Gbao's role in planning the Count 12 crimes

3.15 As fa Ghao's contribution to, and his intent for the planning of: the crimes in Count

12 of the Indictment, the Prosecution relies particularly on its submissions in

paragraphs 3.34 to 3.42 and 3.69 to 3.75 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief. It is recalled

that the Prosccnuon's submissions specific to Gbao's role in planning are in addition

and in the alternative to the submissions on Chao's .ICE responsibility for the crimes

in Connt 12. m

3.16 In relation to this gronnd of appeal, the Prosecntion relies not only on the evidence in

the case as a whole, but also specifically on the findings of fact made by the Trial

Chamber. The Prosecution's contention is that on the hasis of the findings of fact that

the Trial Chamber did make, the only conclusion open to any reasonable trier of fact

is that Gbao is individually responsible lor the Count 12 crimes. The Prosecution's

reasons for this contention are set out in the Prosecution Appeal Brief

3.17 The Gbao Defence in essence seeks 10challenge the findings of fact made by the Trial

Chamber, or at least, the factual conclusions drawn by the Trial Chamber from its

findings of fact. Thus, the Gbao Defence seeks to argue that Gbao lacked

authority, I~O that he W<lS allegedly not a highly respected RUF officer, l2i that he had

no control over the G5,lc~ that he did not issue orders to the G5,CD that he did not

receive all copies of reports from security units,124 and that he had a limited role in

enforcing discipline.Jlj The Prosecution refers to its submissions in paragraphs 3.10

and 3.11 ahovc. It is suhmittcd that it is necessary to be precise ahout what the Trial

Chamber actually found.

3.18 Further, contrary to the Gbao Defence's claims. I ~'J it is submitted that the Trial

Chamber's findings referred to in paragraph 3.37 of the Prosecution APPc<l] Brief do

demonstrate that Gbao had "sufficient authority" within the RUF. The Trial Chamber

found that the fact that Gbao may have possessed only limited authority in respect 10

combat operations is immaterial fo the extent of his authority as OSC in RUF

Il~ .Prosccunon Appeal Brief para. 3.54.
::0 Gbco Response Br ief paras. 70-95. See a lso Gbao Response Brief: para. 100

Gbao Response Brief paras. 70-72.
li~ Gbao Response Brief. paras. 73-78.
123 Gbao Response Briel; paras. 79-!l4.

Gbao Response Brief, pares. 85-90,
1:.' Gbno Response Brief paras. 91-95

GbJO Response BllO"C paras. 71]-95
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controlled territory where combat operations did not take place, and the security units

enjoyed enhanced importance as the central components of a static administrution.l'"

D. Gbao's role in aiding and abetting the Connt 12 crimes

3.19 It is not the Prosecution's submission that Gbao's mere presence in Kailuhun District

was enough to demonstrate that Gbao approved of aels of other RUF members

relating to Count 12.1~~ Rather, this was additional to the other submissions relied

C I . 12<Jupon oy t ae Prosecntion.

3.20 In reply to paragraphs 114~115 ofthe Gbao Response Brief, the Prosecution relies on

the submissions in the Prosecution Appeal Brief. and the evidence and findings of the

Trial Chamber referred to therein, in relation to Gbsu's authority within the RUF at

this time, and his knowledge of the conscription and/or the use of child soldiers hy the

RUF. The Gbao Defence claims that "Gbao was accosted and ernharrassed by the

RUF leadership" lor authorising the re-opening of the TCC in Makcni. which

according to the Ghao Defence demonstrates Gbaos lack of authority. un However,

Gbao was not "accosted" on the grounds chat he lucked the authority for authorising

the re-opening of the ICC in Makeni; rather, he was reprimanded because he did not

inform his colleagues in the RUF High Command that he had granted permission for

the re-opening of the ICC in Makeni. 1.1 I

3.21 In reply to paragraphs L16-117 of the Gbao Response Brief, the Prosecution relies on

its submissions and the findings of the Trial Chamher set out at paragraph 3.87 of the

Prosecution Appeal Brief.

E. Gbao's contribution to the JCE

3.22 The Gbao Defence relies on its submissions in the Gbao Appeal Brief relating to

Gbaos Ground 8 (and the sub-gronnds thereunder) to contend that Gbao was not a

I ) I

I" Tri:J] Judgement, para. 700.
Gb:J(j Response Brief para. n

IN See Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras. :1,79-3.81.
uu Gbao Response Brief paras. 114-115, referring 10 rhe evidence ofTFl

1'1'.71-72: see also Gbao Response Brief, para. 129.
IF1-174, Transcript 28 \1arch 2006, PI'.70- 72.
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member of the TCE.132 In reply, the Prosecution relies on the submissions in the

Prosecution Response Brief relating to Gbaos Ground 8.13
.;

3.23 There appears 10 he no challenge by the Gbao Defence to the Trial Chamber's finding

at paragraph 1985 of the Trial Judgement that the crimes charged in Count 12 that

were found to have been committed were within the common purpose.':" The Gbao

Defence's contention appears to be rather that Gbco was not a member of the lCE. 135

The Gbao Defence acknowledges that where Gbao is found to he a .ICE participant,

Gbao need not make a significant contribution to the specific crimes found to have

been committed nnder Count 12 to satisfy the actus reus requirements. i.;(,

3.24 In reply (0 paragraphs 127-129 of the Ghao Response Brief, there is no finding of the

Trial Chamber to suggest that Gbao was opposed to the conscription and/or the use of

child soldiers. Rather, the Trial Cham her said that what it fonnd against Gbao was

"insufficient to constitute a suhstantiul contribution to the widespread system of child

conscription or the consistent pattern of using children to actively participate in

hostitrties".':" For the reasons given, the Prosecution submits that on the Trial

Chamher's findings and the evidence before it, that conclusion was one that was not

open to a reasonable trier of fact.

F. Modes of liability

3,25 In reply to paragraphs 130-131 of the Gbao Response Brief, it is submitted that it is

not the case on the Trial Chamber's findings that Count 12 cannot be within the lCE

for some participants and outside the TCE for other participants.

3.2{) The Prosecution relics on its submissions at paragraph 2.147 of the Prosecution

Appeal Brief, at paragraphs 5.72 to 5.75 of the Prosecution Response Brief: and at

paragraph 2,12 of this Reply Brief.

3.:n In reply to paragraphs 134-136 of the Ghao Response Brief, the Prosecution relies on

the submissions made in paragraphs 3.45-3.53 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief.

I."" Gbao Response Brief para. 121.
UJ Prosecution Response Brief, Sections 2 A (i) & (iv),.5 A & D.
Ii; Cbao Response Brief, pain. 121; sec also Gbao Response Brief para. 131
I.'; Gbao Response Brief para. 121.
1'6 Gbao Response End, pam. 121.
Ll": Trial Judgement, para. 2235.
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G. Conclusion

3..28 The Ghao Defence Response revolves around Ghao"s alleged lack of authorityUS and

appears not to address or challenge his specific role and intent for the crimes as

submitted in (he Prosecution Appeal Brief. This Prosecution Ground of Appeal is

predicated upon Gbao being individually responsible for the Count 12 crimes under

Article 6(1). This does not require the Prosecution to estahlish that Gbao was in a

superior-subordinate relationship with the perpetrators of the crimes in Count 12. 139

4. Prosecution's Third Ground of Appeal:
Sesay, Kallon and Gbao on Count 18

A. Reply to the Sesay Response Brief

(i) Error of fact: intention to compel third parties

Acquittals of

l.j!

4.1 Paragraphs 119 to 142 of the Sesay Response Brief take issue with the Prosecution

submission that on the evidence in the case, the only conclusion open to any

reasonable trier of fact is that the perpetrators had the intent to compel a State, an

international organisation, a natural or legal person or a group of persons to act or

refrain from acting as an explicit or implicit condition for the safety or the release of

the UNAMS [L peacekeepers who had been seized.':"

4.2 Paragraphs 120 to 123 of (he Sesay Response Brief argue, essentially. that mistrust,

hostilities and grievances on the pan of many in the RUF "might be a link in the

evidential chain and a step towards criruina! conduct", I~] but that such mistrust,

hostilities and grievances do not of themselves estahlish the mens rea for hostage

taking.

4.3 The Prosecution docs not take issue with this Defence submission. The Prosecution

does not argue that the mistrust, hostilities and grievances were of themselves

sufficient to establish the mens rea. The Prosecution relies cumulatively on all of the

matters referred to in the Prosecution Appeal Brief. It is not suggested that anyone of

those matters considered in isolation would necessarily suffice. The Prosecution has

I )~ Gbao Response Brief. paras. 70-95, 9(;·[00,114-1 ]7,124-125.
13-' Gbao Response Brief, para. 125.
I,U Prosecution Appeal Brief, pam. -t,57.

Scsay Response Brief. para. 123.
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repeatedly emphasised that ali of the evidence in the case, and all of the intermediate

findings of fact by the Trial Chamber, need 10 be considered as a whole,

4.4 II is submitted that the lest for proof heyond reasonable doubt is that "the proof must

be such as to exclude not every hypothesis or possibility of innocence, hut every fair

or rational hypothesis which may be derived from the evidence, except that of

guilt".142 A "bare possibility,,14J or "frivolous douht"I~4 is not sufficient to raise a

reasonable doubt.

4.5 Thus, in the Celebici Appeal Judgement, the ICTY Appeals Chamber said:

A circumstantial case consists of evidence of a number of different
circumstances WhICh, taken in combination, point to the guilt of the accused
person hecause they would usually exist in combination only because the
accused did what is alleged against him [.... J Such a conclusion must be
established beyond reasonable doubt. It IS not sufficient that it is a
reasonable conclusion available from that evidence. It must be the only
reasonable conclusion available. If there lS another conclusion which IS also
reasonably open from that evidence, and which is consistent with the
innocence of the accused. he must be acquilted. i4 5

4.6 Bearing in mind the standard of review on appeal for errors of faet,14h it is submitted

that the question in the present ease is therefore this, On all of the evidence before the

Trial Chamber, could any reasonable trier of fact have reached the conclusion that

there was a fair or rational explanation for the detention of the peacekeepers that was

consistent with any hypothesis other than that the detention of the peacekeepers was

undertaken with an intent to compel a third person to act or refrain from acting as ,11l

explicit or implicit condition for the safety or the release of the victim?

4.7 Paragraph 124 of the Sesay Response Brief suggests that the peacekeepers might have

been detained "upon sympathy with a cause", but without intent to compel any person

to aet in a particular way. Even if this were a theoretical possibility (which is not

conceded). the question would still have to be asked in this case: why would the

1"'2

'"

1~6

See the prosecution argument 1Jl the Tadi: Appeal Judgement, para. 174, in relation ro a prosecution
gronnd of appeal in which the Appeals Chamber concluded In that ca...e, at para. 183. that: "In the light of
the facts found by the trial Chamber. the Appeals Chamber holds that, in relation to the possibility that
another armed group killed the five men, the Trial Chamber misapplied tbe test ofproofbeyond reasonable
doubt, On rbe facts found. the only reasonable conclusion the Trial Chamber could have drawn is that the
armed group to which the Appellant belonged killed the five men in Jaskrci." See also the prosecution
argument referred to In the Prosecmor v. Lima) et al., IT-03-66-A, "Judgement", Appeals Chamber, 27
September 2007, para. ]55.
Prosecution argument in radii Appeal JUdgement, para. 174 (sec previous footnote).
Rli/agandll Appeal Judgement. para. 488.
Prosecutor v De/aric et al. (Celehh'i caN), IT-96-21-A, "Judgement", Appeals Chamber, 20 February
2001, para. 458.
See Prosecution Appeal Brief paras 1.7-1 12; compare also Prosecutor l' Kordic and Cerkez , IT-95-14/2
A, "Judgement", Appeals Chamber 17 December 2004. paras 28R-290,
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perpetrators detain the victims "upon sympathy with a cause"? Thc question would

still have to be asked whether, on all of the evidence before the Trial Chamber, a

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the conclusion that there was a fair or

rational cxplananou for the detention of the peacekeepers "upon sympathy with a

cause" that was consistent with any hypothesis other than that the detention of the

peacekeepers was undertaken with an intent to compel a third person to act or refrain

hom acting in a particular way.

4.8 Paragraphs 126 and 128 of the Sesay Response Brief argue that the Prosecution bas

not established a link between the direct perpetrators' grievances with the DDR

process and the detentions. However, as submitted above. the link can be established

hy circumstances rather than by direct evidence of a link. Whether there is direct

evidence of such a link, or whether circumstantial evidence is relied upon to establ ish

such a link, the same question referred to above needs to be asked. Was it open to a

reasonable trier of fact on the evidence to conclude that there was a fair or rational

explanation for the detention of the victims consistent with the hypothesis that they

were not taken as hostages? No such possible explanation has been suggested.

4.9 Paragraph 127 of the Sesay Response Brief takes issue with the Prosecution's

statement that some of the hostages who were high-ranking UNAMSIL officers

"seemed to have been specifically targeted due to their rank". The Prosecution

concedes that there W<JS no express finding by the Trial Chamber to this effect.

However, the Prosecution submits that in determining whether the conclusion of the

Trial Chamber WDS open to a reasonable trier of fact, it is necessary to consider the

evidence as a whole, and the facL that significant numbers of victims were of high

rank is an aspect of the evidence as a whole.

4.10 Paragraphs 129 to 132 of the Sesay Response Brief refer to individual matters which

the Sesay Defence submits are insufficient to establish the requisite mens rea for

hostage taking. The Prosecution repeats that it does not contend that any of those

matters in isolation ......'enid be sufficient. Rather, the Prosecution relies on all of the

mailers referred to in the Prosecution Appeal Brief as a whole.

4.11 As to paragraph 134 of the Scsay Response Brief, the Prosecution submits that the

issue in this case is not one of abstract distinctions between expressions snch as "use

as leverage" and "compel". The relevant issues in this case are those referred to in

paragraphs 4.6 to 4.8 above.
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4.12 As to paragraphs 135 to 137 of the Sesay Response Brief, the Prosecution reiterates

that the question is whether it was open to a reasonable trier of fact to conelude that

there W:dS any reasonable hypothesis consistent with innocence. On the evidence as a

whole, what other rational explanation could there he for the detention of the

peacekeepers'!

4.13 As to puragruphs 138 to 141 of the Sesay Response Brief the Prosecution submits

that in cases whe-e the mens I'm is formed aftcr the initial detention, what must be

proved. beyond a reasonable doubt is that the relevant mcns rca existed at some time

when the victims were being detained. As long as the Trial Chamber is satisfied that

this is proved beyond a reasonable douht (or the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that this

was the only conclusion open to any reasonable trier of fact), it need not necessarily

be certain whether the mens rea was formed at the time of initial detention or

subsequently. As noted above, the mens rea can he established by circumstantial

evidence; direct evidence IS nor required.

(H) Whether commuuieation of a threat is an element of the crime of
hostage taking

4.14 As regards paragraphs 147(3) and 148-149 of the Sesay Response Brief, the

Prosecution relies on the submissions in the Prosecution Appeal Brief

4.15 As to paragraphs 150~lS6 ofthc Sesay Response Brief the Prosecution relies on the

submissions in the Prosecution Appeal Brief. It is not the case, as the Sesay Defence

claims, :ha! the Prosecution accepted "that the lerr' repeatedly accepted the need ...

to prove communication of threat as the basis for hostage taking". 147 The submission

in paragraphs 4.35 to 4.41l1fthe- Prosecution Appeal Brief is that this has never been

clearly decided as part of the ratio decidendi of any case in an international criminal

tribunal The Scsay Dcfenee itself points to no clear authority for the proposition that

commnnication of a threat is a legal requirement. The Defence position is ultimately

that expressions such as "so as to" and "in order to" necessarily imply a requirement

of communication or a threat (0 a third party. As a matter of plain langnage, and as a

14Rmailer of logic, they do not.

4.16 As to paragraphs 157 to 162 of the Sesay Response Brief: the Sesay Defence

concedes that of the national authorities referred to in Appendix B to the Prosecution

Scsay Response Brief para. 150.
Scsay Response Brief para. 15fi.
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Appeal Brief, the only one that expressly requires 3 communication of a threat to a

third party is the Canadian legislation. The Prosecution submits that it is sufficient

that a threat is issued to the victim, although the detention of the victim must be

undertaken with the intent of compelling a third party (whether or not a threat has

actually been communicated to the third party). Examples in the Prosecution's

Appendix B that expressly require communication of <I threat [0 (he victim only, or

which require a "threat" without indicating who must he threatened, are entirely

consistent with the Prosecution position.':" As to the submission in paragraph 158(b)

of the Scsay Response Brief, the Prosecution refers to the last two sentences of the

previous paragraph,

4.17 As to paragraphs 163 to 164 of the Sesay Responsc Rnef, it is submitted that the cited

passages from the Pinochet case are consistent with the Prosecution position. These

passages do not say that a threat must be communicated to a third party, but merely

that the purpose or the detention must be to compel a third party to act or refrain from

acting. That is the Prosccntion position.

4.18 As to paragraph 165 of the Sesay Response Brief it is submitted that a single clement

of a crime in the ICC Elements is either an aellis reus or a mens rea clement hut not

both, The opening words of the third element of the crime of hostage taking ("The

Accused intended .. "/ indicates that it is a mens rea element.

4.19 As to paragraphs 266 to 269, the Prosecution submits that lhc text of the Lambert

Commentary speaks for itself. The Larnhcrt Commentary does not say words to the

effect that "A threat must be communicated to a third party, but it is sufficient ifit is

merely an implicit threat". Simps 011 v. Libyal~n could 1101 be clearer in expressing its

understanding of the Lambert Commentary:

... the hostage taker [need not have] ... communicated Its intended purpose
10 the ou.sidc world. Consistenr with the plain text, the intentionality
requirement Iocuse] ~1 all the mens rca of the hostage taker, ... 'demands'
are not required to establish the element of hostage-takmg: "The words 'in
order to compel' do not require more than a motivation on the part of the
offender".151

4.20 As to paragraphs 170-1':'3 of the Scsay Response Brief, it is acknowledged that the

Trial Chamber must be satisfied that the mens rea is proved beyond reasonable doubt

(or on appeal, the Appeals Chamber must be satisfied that this was the only

I ~'J

ISLl
Scsay Response Brief pilla. ISS(i).
See Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 4.33.
See Prosecution Appea! Brief para. 4.33.
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conclusion open to any reasonable trier of fact). However, the Prosecution takes issue

wuh the suggestion that the mens rea can only be proved by means of evidence of a

threat being issued to the third party. In international law', elements of crimes need

not be proved by any particular type of evidence. In principle, any element of any

crime can be proved, for instance, by circumstantial evidence, if this is sufficient to

establish the dement beyond a reasonable doubt. As submitted above, the issue in

this case is whether, on the evidence in the case, as a whole, it was open to a

reasonable trier of fact to conclude that the mens rea was not established. The

Prosecution submits that it was not open to a reasonable trier of fact to so conclude.

B. Reply to the Kallon Response Brief

(i) Error of fact: intention to compel third parties

4.21 Paragraph 108 of the Kallon Response Brief argues that the Prosecution conflates the

RUF with the Accused in general. This is denied, The Prosecution acknowledges

that in the case of nearly all crimes of which the Accused were convicted, they w ere

not found to have personally committed the crimes. Their individual responsibility

depended upon findings that the clements of other modes of liability had been

established. The individual responsibility of each of the Accused for the laking of

UNAMSIL peacekeepers as hostages, as charged in Count 18, is considered

separately in paragraphs 4.76 to 4.112 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief.

4.22 Paragraph 109 of the Kallen Response Brief appears to argue that evidence of an

element of one count charged in the Indictment cannot also be used as evidence of an

element of a different count charged in the Indictment. It is submitted that this

argument is clearly wrong: in law, and uo authority is cited in support of it. This

paragraph also refers to the "unfairly autagonistic defence" of Kallen's co-accused,

but does not explain or substantiate bow his trial was rendered unfair by the conduct

of co-accused.

4.23 As to paragraphs 110 to 114 of the Kallen Appeal Brief. it is submitted that the

Appeals Chamber (likc all chambers of iutcruatioual criminal tribunals) must apply

the existing law, not make IIp the Jaw. Where the law is unclear, it is necessary to

seek to determine what the existing law is by reference to authorities, and to legal

arguments based on those authorities. In this respect. the Prosecution refers 10 the
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submissions in the Prosecution Appeal Brief. The submission of the Kallon Defence

that the Appeals Chamber should "ratify" the legal findings of the Trial Chamber

because they "appear to be a reasonable interpretation" casts the Appeals Chamber in

the role of a legislature rather than that of a COUr! oflaw.

4,24 In relation to the Prosecution submission th:lt n lhreat need not he communicated to a

third party, the Prosecution refers to paragraphs 4.8 and 4.20 to 4.31 of the

Prosecution Appeal Brief In reply to the Kallon Defence's argurnent that the Trial

Chamber's interpretation is in line with the Blaskic case, the Prosecution refers to

paragraphs 4.35 to 4.43 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief and reiterates that Blaskh·,152

does not support the Defence position, but rather, emphasises the use of the

censurable act to gain an advantage, an interpretation confirmed in KaraJiic,153 The

Prosecution submits that "he reference to the Norman case at paragraph 1J3 of the

Kallon Response Brief is inapposite; the issue in this case concerns the correct

interpretation of the clements ora single crime (hostage-taking), not a choice between

two different provisions. Furthermore, it is not the case that if there is any uncertainty

as to the legal elements of a crime, the interpretation most favourable to the accused

must be adopted. It is established iu the case law that the principle of nullum crimen

sine lege (the prohibition on retrospective criminal legislation} does not prevent a

court from interpreting. and clari fying the elements of a particular crime.t"

4.25 As to paragraphs 115 to 116 of the Kallon Appeal Brief the Prosecution submits that

the usnal elements of the various modes. of liability apply to this crime, including the

applicable Jl1('I1S rea requirement. An accused can only be convicted for this crime if

all of the clements of the crime and the elements of the relevant mode of liability arc

established. The Prosecution has never suggested otherwise. The individual

rcsponsibiliry of each at' the three Accused in this ease is dealt with al length in

paragraphs 4.76 to 4./12 of rhc Prosecution Appeal Brief.

4.26 As regards paragraphs 118 to 135, the Prosecution relies on its submissions in Section

2 of the Prosecution Response Brief, rcspouding to the various Defence grounds of

appeal alleging defective pleading or the Indictment. It is submitted that it has not

Prosecutor Ii. BlaH/c, IT-9:5"14-T, ".Iudgcment", Trial Chamber. 3 March 2000, para. 187 and Prosecutor
v 11ft/Hi<'", JT-95-!4-A, "Judgement", Appeals Chamber, 29 July 1(104 ("Bla.fk.ic Appeal Judgement"),
para. 639.
Paragraph 4.43 of Prosecution Appeal Brief citing Prosecutor \). Kuradiic, IT-95-5/18-1, "Trial Chamber
Decision on ~lX Pr eljrninarv MOljOl1~ CJlillknging Jurisdiction", Trial Chamher, 2S April 1009, para. 64,
referring 10 B/a.\kic AppealJudgement, paras. 638-639.
Coleb!,,') Appeal Judgement, para. 173; A iekso \'Skl Appl3tllJudgemfrll, para. 126.
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heen established hy the Kallen Defence that this count was defectively pleaded. ln

any event, the Kallen Defence makes no showing that the Defence complained of the

alleged defect at the pre-trial stage, It is therefore submitted that in the absence of any

showing by the Defence of actual prejudice suffered.!" even if the Appeals Chamber

were to find the Indictment defective in this respect, which is denied, it should find

that the Accused waived the right to challenge the indictment on this ground. or find

that no miscarriage of'justice had resulted notwithstanding the defect.':"

4.27 The argument in paragraph 123 of the Kallon Appeal Brief, that the Prosecution is

attempting to mould a case against the Respondent on appeal, is entirely without merit

given the Prosecution is not seeking to introduce new evidence or expand the factual

allegations relevant to the crimes pleaded in the indictmcnt.l'" Rather, the

Prosecution submission is that on the basis of the evidence aud the Trial Chamber's

findings in the case, the Trial Chamber erred in not entering a conviction on this

count. In response to paragraph 124 of the Kallon Appeal Brief, the Prosecntion

refers to paragraphs 2.25 to 2.30 of its Response and asserts that it did comply with

Ihc principle in Kupreskic. ISS

4.28 In reply to paragraphs 127-129 of the Kallen Appeal Brief, arguing that there was

insufficient notice regarding the locations where the acts constituting Count 15-18 are

alleged to have occurrcd.P" the Prosecution refers to paragraphs 2.61-2.62, 2,65-2.70

and 2.74 of the Prosecution Response Brief

4.29 Paragraphs 137 to 157 of the Kallen Response Brief suggest that an alternative reason

for the detention of the UNA~'[SJL peacekeepers may have been that they were

considered "enemy combatants". The Prosecution submits that on the Findings of the

Trial Chamber, no reasonable trier of fact could have entertained this hypothesis. The

Trial Chamber found that UNAMSIL was prohibited from engaging in hostilities and

that it was only empowered to usc force in self-dcfencc.I'" that it acted consistently

155

157

158

11>0

TIle bare allegation of material prejudice ill paragraph 127 of the Kallen Response Brief IS insuthcienr.
Prosecutor v Bnma Kamura. KlIIllI, SCSL·04-16-A-475, "Judgement". Appeals Chamber, 22 February
200~, para~ 4."1--45.
Prosccuunv 5'C.I'«'.1", Kallon, Gbna, SCSL-04-15·T-GI6, "Decision on The Defence Motion 10 Request the
Trial Chamber To Rule Fhat the Prosecution Moulding of Evidence is Impermissible", Tli31 Chamber, 1
August ::'006.
The Accused rrmst be made aware of the "legal ingredients of the offence charged": Prosecutor v

Kup,.dkh~ C! at; IT-95-16-T, "Iudgenx-nr". Trial Chamber, 14 January 2000, para. 725.
The artccks including but not being limited to locations within BombaJi, Kailahun, Kambia, Port Loko and
Kana Districts: Prosecutor \J SCSi/V, Kallen. CbIlO, SCSL-04-15-PT-b 19, "Corrected Amended
Consolidated Indictment", Trial Cbamber.c August 2006, para. 83.
Fnal Judgement, paras 1907-1917.
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with its mandate,'?' that it did not have the military capability to cause significant

damage to the RUF,162 that in some cases it acted in self-defence when attacked but in

other cases did not II'J and that the RUF knew or had reason to know ofVNAMSIL's

protected status. 1(,4

4.3U As 10 paragraphs IS8 to 172 of the Kallen Response Brief, the Prosecution relies on

the evidence and the Trial Chamber's findings as a whole, and in particular, on the

matters referred to in paragraphs 4.91 to 4.104 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief, in

support of the contention that the only conclusion open to a reasonable trier of fact is

that the elements of Article 6(1) and/or Article 6(3) are satisfied in relation to Kallen.

Particular aspects of the evidence. such as the radio communication referred to in

paragraphs 159-160 of the Kallen Response Brief, cannot be considered in isolation.

The question that must be answered is: On the evidence as a whole, what other

rational explanation could there be for the detention of the peacekeepers? (See

paragraph 4.12 abovc.)

4.31 As to paragraphs 173 to 174 of' the Kallon Response Brief, the Prosecution refers to

paragraph 4.22 above.

4.32 As to paragraphs 175 to 182 of the Kallen Response Brief, the Prosecution refers to

paragraph 4.25 above. The fact that the Indictment may not have sufficiently pleaded

sufficient particulars of Kallen's personal commission of Lhe crime of hostage taking

is immaterial, since the Prosecution in this ground of appeal does not seek a

conviction on that particular mode ofliahility. In any event, the Trial Chamber found

that defects in the indictment concerning Kallen's personal commission of the attack

. S 1 h di d 165against a a nc III was cure .

4.33 As to paragraphs 183 to 239 of the Kallen Response Brief, the Prosecution relies on

the Prosecution's response in the Prosecution Response Bnefto Kallen's Grounds 23

to 28. It is submitted that the Kallon Defence docs not establish that the findings of

the Trial Chamber were not open to a reasonable trier of fact. The passage hom the

Trial Judgement qnotcd in paragraph 185 of the Kallen Response Brief very clearly

establishes Kallon's involvement in the detention of Salaheudin, Maroa and others. It

Trial JUdgement, paras It) 18-1923"
J(.~ Trial Judgement, para. 1924.

Trial Judgement, paras 1925-1 9J 7.
Trial Judgement. paras 1938-1943.

It,' Tnal Judgement. paras. 2243-2246; Prosecution Response Brief, paragraphs 2.42 anu2A4.
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is not the case that the Trial Chamber failed to convict Gbao in respect of this

incident.'?" Gbao W(lS found to have ordered the attack directed against Jaganathan_167

4.34 As to paragraphs 240 to 259 of the Kallen Response Briel', thc Kallon Defence itself

acknowledges that "Rule 82(8) requires the showing of extraordinary circumstances

in order to establish a conflict of interest that might cause serious prejudice to an

accused" I(.g The Prosecution submits that the mere fact that two co-accused at a joint

trial may seck to shift blame to the other is not in itself an "extraordinary

circumstance" requiring separate trials in order to avoid "serious prejudice" to the

accused. lu any trial of multiple accused charged with the same crimes, it is

commonplace for each accused to seek to blame the other for the crimes, or at least to

emphasise the role of the other accused in the crime and to minimise his or her own

role. It is submitted that the Trial Chamber took this into account when il evaluated

the evidence in the case a whole.

4.35 An obvious problem that could arise if the co-accused in such a case were tried

separately would be thai Inconsistent verdicts might result in the different trials. A

single trial of all accused, in which the conflicting evidence of the accused can be

tested against each other ill the light of all of the evidence in the case- as CI whole can

be an effective means of establishing the truth. The rights of the accused are not

thereby prejudiced. Each accused rcmams entitled to call whatever evidence he or she

wishes in support of his or her case, and to test the evidence of other aceused in cross

examination. There is a fundamental and essential public interest in ensuring

consistency in verdicts, and for this reason, it is desirable to have join! trials of

accused charged with acts committed in the same transaction before the same Trial

Chamber on the same evidencc.I{,Q

4.36 Other reasons for having joint trials of accused charged with the same crimes include

judicial economy and minimising hardship 10 witnesses. no

4.37 The Kallen Defenee has not established that the joint trial in this case was unfair.

4.38 As to paragraphs 261 to 26201 the Kallou Response Brier, the Prosecutiou submits

that the principles for determining whether or not cumulative convictions are

10')

As argued III Kallen Response Brief pHa. 187,
Sec Trial Judgement, paras. 2247-2248.
Ka.lon Response nrief, para, 252.
See, for instance, Prosecutor v. Slalli§i:, Prosecutor v. Zup!jallin, IT-04-7~-PT, IT-99-3(i/2-PT, "Decision
on Prosecution's Motion for Joinder and tor' Leave (0 Consolidate and Amend lndietmcnts", Trial
Chamber, 23 September 2008 Ciup(ianin and Slnn;sic 23 September 2008 Decision"), para. 49,
ZlIpljanin and Slal1iiic 13 September JOOll. Decivion, para.s 46-4.'\.
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permissible in respect of two different cnmes are well settled. The Prosecution refers

to paragraphs 4.113 to 4.11901 the Prosecution Appeal Brief. The Kallon Defence's

submission on cumulative convictions simply has no mail.

C. Reply to the Chao Response Brief

(i) Alleged Abuse or Process

4.39 Paragraphs 145 to 150 of the Gbao Response Brief argue that the Prosecution

"continued to rely upon findings it knows are questionable" in relying "upon evidence

of Major Maroa's abduction whilst aware this version of events is in stark contrast /0

the account in a statement given by Major Maroa himself in 2004,')71 However, the

account of Maroa mentioned hy the Defence was flat introduced as evidence before

the Trial Chamber and was never tested in examination in chief or crOSS examination.

The Prosecution simply relies Oil a finding by the Trial Chamber in paragr-aph 1799.

which reads as follows:

While at the communication centre, Jaganathan saw Maroa and the other
three peacekeepers arriving in a Land Rover, escorted by Gbao. Gbao took
three rifles out of the boot of his car. Maroa was bleeding from his mouth
and the other three peacekeepers were limping."

4.40 This finding relies on the testimony ofGanese Jaganathan and Leonard Ngondi,li~ who

were found by the Trial Chamber 10 be "two reliable witncsses,,,m

4.41 As to the unfounded allegalion of abuse of process,174 the Prosecution relies on its

submissions in the Prosecution Response Brief in response- to Gbao's Ground 14.17~

(ii) Allegation that Salahuedin was not abducted

4.42 The Gbao Defence further argues that the Prosecution submitted that Gbao should be

found responsible for aiding and abetting the hostage taking of Salahucdm.'?" However,

what the Prosecution actually "aid was:

The Trial Chamber found Gbao liable under Article 6(1) of the Statute for
aiding and abetting the attacks directed against Salabucdin and Jagartathan
on I \1ay 2000, as charged in Count 15. The Prosecution submits that on

174

Gbno Response Brief para. 14)_
Transcript of 20 June 2006, Ganese Jcganatban, p. 31; Transcript of 29 March 2006, Leonard Ngoudi, p.
32,
Trial Judgement, pam. 578.
Gbao Response Drief. paras jL6-150.
Prosecution Response Brief paras 4.76 to 4.78.
Gbao Rcsr-onsc Brief paras 151-152.
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the basis of the Trial Chamber's findings and the evidence in Ihe case as a
whole, the only conclusion open to any reasonable trier of fact IS that Gbao
is additionally guilty under Article 6(1) on the basis of these facts for the
curne of hostage-taki ng.J7'

4.43 It is obvious that this submission only applies to the situation where a person was

actually abducted, thus to the abduction ofJaganarhan. 17~

(iii) Cbao's contention that the Prosecution was correct in noting 'lIat,
had Cbao been the interlocntor, perhaps the UNAMSIL eonflict
would have been resolved

4.44 The Gbao Defence claims that the Prosecution submitted in paragraph 4.109 of its

Appeal Brief that had Gbao been the interlocutor, perhaps the UNAMSIL conflict

would have been resolved.V" This conclusion ..vas drawn from one passage in the

Prosecution Appeal Brief, which states 8S follows:

[tjhe Trial Chamber found that after the first abductions. Mendy and
Gjellesdad went first to the headquarters of the security units in Makcni and
requested 10 speak to Gbao. whom they knew as the "chief securuy officer"
of the R1JF. Ngondi was confident that he would be nblc to reach an
agreement with Scsay, Kallen. Obao end Ihe oHJ(::(~, a" then discussions
had been successful in the past. It 1S submitted that the only reasonable
conclusion from these findings is that the UNMfS1L comrr.anders saw In

Gbao an important interlocutor to negoriate the release of the hostages. IW

4.45 It is misleading for the Gbao Defence to suggest that what the Prosecution meant by

this was that "had Gbao been the interlocutor, perhaps the UNAMSIL conflict would

have heen resolved". This was never the Prosecution's position. What the Prosecution

III fact said was that the fact that Gbao was important interlocutor of UNAMSIL

showed that he "was aware of the intention of the RUF to capture and detain the

llNAMSIL personnel with the intent to compel a third party to act or ahstain from

acting." The Prosecution submitted "that the only conclusion reasonably open is that

Gbao's acts and words encouraged and supported the commission of the hostage

raking.v"

17')

lou

,sr

Prosecution Appeal Brief: para. 4.105. refeumg 10 Trial Judgement, para 2265.
Trial Judgement, paras 17t;(i and no1.
Gbao Response Brief, paras 154-156.
Prosecution Appeal Brief, para, 4.109, citing Trial Judgement. paras 1801-1804.
Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 4.1 J 2.
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(iv) Gbao's contention that the Trial Chamber did not err in law

4.46 The Gbao Defence seems to support the Prosecution's argument that in order for the

third element of the crime of hostage-taking to be fulfilled (intent to compel a State [or

other actor] to act or refrain [Will acting as an explicit or implicit condition for the

safely or the release of such person), no threat needs to be communicated to a third

IS2party.

4.47 It is therefore surprising that the Gbao Defence then goes on 10 arguc that the Lambert

Coinmenrary, cited by the p-osecunon,"" actually supports the Trial Chamber's

perspective on this issue in stating that "the compulsion must be directed towards a

third par1y".IS4 The Prosecution submits in reply that the word "compulsion" as used in

the Commentary can refer to the intended compulsion, which, read in the light of the

paragraphs of the Lambert Commentary cited in paragraph 4.31 of the Prosecution

Appeal Brief, does not need to be communicated.

4.48 This slightly confused reasoning of the Gbao Defence does not actually explain how

they came 10 the eoucJusion that the Trial Chamber did not err in law. Further, the

Prosecution relies on the submissions in the Prosecution Appeal Brief and in paragraph

4.19 above.

(vj Chao's contention that the Trial Chamber did not err in fact

4.49 The Prosecution's position is that on the basis of [he evidence and the Trial Charnher's

findings, the only conclusion open to any reasonable trier of fact is that the RUF did

detain the peacekeepers with the intention to compel the Sierra Leonean Government

and/or UN to stop the disarmament process and/or with the intention to utilize their

detention 35 leverage for the release of Foday Sankoh, who was arrested on 6 May

2000. I S5 The Gbao Defence states simply that it "recalls the arguments in made in

Ground 15 of its Appellant Brief and incorporates these arguments by reference that

Gbao demonstrated the necessary actus reus to be found individually criminally

1(1.1

1,4

GbJoJ Response Brief, para. 160... fhe Defence submit in response that there is no legal element thai
requires a threat be comroumcatcd to a third party because such communication is inherent in the(abug of
hostages."
Prosecution Appeal Brief, para.~ 4.11 and 4.32.
(,NIO Response Il nef para. 161, referring to Prosecution Appeal Drief. para. 4.32. citing 1,1. Lambert,
Terror ism ana Hostages ill luternasional Law, A Commentary UII the Hostages Convention 1979,
Cambridge University Press, 1990, p S5.
Cib.1O Response Brief, para. 162.
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responsible under Count lS."IKt> Although the meaning of this sentence is not entirely

elear, il appears to argue that the actus reus elements of the crime of hostage taking was

not established in relation to Ghao, and to state that in support of this argument the

Gbao Defence relies on the submissions in the Gbao Appeal Briefin respect of Gbaos

Ground l S. However. Ground 15 of the Gbao Defence's Appeal Brief was dropped

"[djue to page limitations".187 If the Gbao Defence meant to refer to Ground 26 of its

Appeal Brief. the Prosecution refers in reply to its own submissions in the Prosecution

Response Brief in response to Gbacs Ground 16.I~ll Further, the Prosecution relies on

the submissions in the Prosecution Appeal Brief.

(vi) Gbao's contention that the Prosecution did not sufficiently
demonstrate tbat Gbao possessed the requisite mens rea for Count
18

4.50 The Ghao Defence further alleges inappropriate standards and use of evidence by the

Prosecution. Ill'! The Gbao Defence argnes that "[mjanv of the findings relied upon by

the Prosecution in its argument do not meet the standard required to reverse factual

findings on prosecutorial appeals" and lists five statements from the Prosecution Appeal

Briefl~O which argue that certain "inferences" can be drawn from the findings in the

case. The Gbao Defence argues that the inferences drawn and conclusions made by the

Prosecution do not meet the standard stated in paragraph 1.10 of the Prosecution Appeal

Brief (0 reverse factual findings made by the Trial Chamber. I
<1l In reply, the

Prosecution snbmits that in order for the Appeals Chamber to reverse the Trial

Chamber's ultimate conclusion (that Ghao was not guilty on Count 18), the Appeals

Chamber must he satisfied that this ultimate conclusion was one that could have been

reached by no reasonable trier of fact on tbe evidence. This standard need not

necessarily be met in relation LO every step in the Trial Chamber's reasoning in reaching

that ultimate conclusion. Indiv-idual findings of the Trial Chamber, or individual items

of evidence, may' in themselves not suffice to estahlish that no reasonable trier of fact

could have reached the conclusion that the Trial Chamber did. However, when all of

1~7

Gbao Response Brief, para. 163,
Gbao Appeal Brief para. 312.
Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 7.2i3 to 7.22!)
Gbao Response Brief paras. 167~170.

Gbao Response Brief, para. 167 i-v
Cbao Response Brief, para. 16S.
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the findings of the Trial Chamber, and all of the evidence, is considered as a whole, the

Appeals Chamber may well reach this conclusion.

4.51 The Prosecution submits that taken as a whole, the findings referred to in paragraphs

4.5610 4.75 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief establish that, when account is taken of the

errors of fact committed by the Trial Chamber, the only conclusion open to any

reasonable trier of fact on the evidence in the case and the findings of the Trial

Chamber is that Gbao was guilty on Count IS.

lyij) Gbao's contention that the Prosecution cannot rely on Exhibit 190

4.52 The Gbao Defence argues thul the Prosecution's reliance on Exhibit 190 in paragraphs

4.62 and 4.66 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief "infringes upon the rights of the

Accused" since "jt was originally introduced into the trial record for the sale reason of

providing context to the cross-examination of Jaganathan Ganase by counsel for the

Third Accused and nothing more.,,192

4.53 In reply, the Prosecution submits that by citing Exhibit 190 the Prosecution did not

intend "to show that Gbao was opposed to disarmament, thereby demonstrating his

IIlL'!IS rea under Count 18".1'}] Rather. this document was intended to give some

contextual evideuce to other evidence used. The wording of paragraphs 4.62 and 4.66 of

the Prosecution Appeal Brief clearly shows that. For instance, paragraph 4,62 reads:

"In addition, the Report of the UNAMSIL Headquarters Board of Inquiry also reflects

how the build up of tension was perceived hy UNAMSIL", The reference to this exhibit

in paragraph 4.66 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief is simply intended to show that

UNAMSIL Headquarters perceived the events in May 2000 as "hostage laking" as

many of the witnesses did as well. The reference to this contested document was thus

not used (0 "prove the acts and conduct charged against the Accused" as alleged by

Gbao's Defcnce. "J4

(Viii) Ghao's contention that he was not opposed to RUF disarmament

4.54 Paragraphs J75 to 178 of the Gbao Response Brief list a number of transcripts which

are said to show that Gbao was not opposed to disarmament. Gbaos Defence mainly

relics on the "conversation that Gbao and Ngondi had which illustrated Gbao's true

I, ,
Gbao Response Briel: para. 171,

19.' Gbao Response Brief, para. 174.
I~" Gbno Response Brief para. 173.
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attitude towards disarmament'V'" I[ is submitted that the Prosecution took into account

the conversations Gbao and the other Accused had with UNAMSIL commanders before

the abductions took place. lt is however submitted that these conversations. which had

had given a false confidence to UNAMSIL personnel, stood opposed to the later

behaviour of Gbao and the other Accused once they started the attacks on UNAMSIL

personnel and (he abductions. It is therefore submitted that little weight can be given to

these conversations.

4.55 As to Cbaos allegation that the Trial Chamher erred in fact hy relying upon the

testimony ofTFI-071, since he "was not a reliable witness in relation to his testimony

regarding UNA..~SIL", the Prosecution refers to its submissions and arguments in

Section 4 ofthe Prosecution Response Brief regarding the evaluation of evidence by the

Trial Chamber.

4.56 further, as submitted above, the issue in this case is whether Oil the evidence in the case

as a whole. it was open to a reasonable trier of fact to conclude that the mens rea was

not established. The Prosecution submits that it '..vas not open to a reasonable trier of

fact to so conclude.

4.57 Paragraphs 182 to I 84 of the Gbao Response Brief argue that Gbac cannot have had the

intent of using detained peacekeepers as leverage to secure the release of Sankoh in

relation to the arrest of Jaganathan, since Sankoh was only arrested five days later. The

Gbao Defence argues [hat as the arrest of Jaganathan was the only incident in respect of

which Gbao was convicted on Count 15, the Prosecution argument concerning the

intent related to Sankohs arrest cannot apply to Gbao. The Prosecution confirms that it

does not rely. in relation to Gbao, on a contention that he had the intent that detained

UNA:r-.1SIL peacekeepers would be used as leverage to secure the release as Sankoh.

The Prosecution does however rely on its courcution that Gbao had the intent to compel

a third party to act or refrain from acting in relation to the disarmament process. As the

Prosecution stated in paragraph 4.108 of the Prosecution Appeal Brief:

The only reasonable inference is that due to his role and position in the
RLJF 'uerarcbv he must bavc known about the intent of the main
perpetrators to take UNAMSIL personnel as hostages to compel the UN,
the Siena Leoncan Government as well as the international community to
refrain to continue the disarmament, if the RUF demands were not met.

I~j Obao Response Ilnef para. 176.
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4.58 Paragraphs 185 to 191 of the Gbao Response Brief make certain observations on the

Kallon Response Brief The Gbao Response Brief states that the Kallon Defence is

seeking to implicate Gbao in an attempt to exonerate Kallen. However, it goes on to

say that "there is nothing wrong with this approach" but that it is "deeply ironic".l%

The Gbao Response Brief therefore does not appear to raise any specific objection to

the Kallen Response Brief, and no submission on these paragraphs of the Gbao

Response Brief appears to be required from the Prosecution by way of reply.

4.59 Paragraphs 192 to 197 of the Chao Response Brief challenge certain evidence relied

upon in the Kallon Response Brief To the extent that these paragraphs are material 10

the Prosecution appeal or the Prosecution response to the Gbao appeal, the Prosecution

relies in reply on its submissions in the Prosecution Appeal Brief, the Prosecution

Response Briel: and the present Reply Brief.

5. Submissions regarding sentences

5. In paragraph 11 of the Chao Response Brief the Gbao Defence suggests that if the

Appeals Chamber were to uphold any of the Prosecution's grounds of appeal, and

were to increase the sentence as a result, the Appeals Chamber should impose a lower

sentence than would otherwise be warranted to take account of the fact that the

sentence was increased on appeal.

5,2 The Prosecution submits that where a sentence is increased on appeal, there is no

general principle that the final sentence should be lower than would otherwise be

warranted, merely because the sentence is increased on appeal.

5.3 Thc only authority cited by the Gbao Defence is the Aleksovski Appeal Judgement.

However. the circumstances of the Aleksovski case were unusual. The Trial Chamber

in that case bad convicted the accused on a single count, I'J7 and had sentenced hirn to

two and a half years' imprisonment.I')H Since he had already been in detention for

longer than this period, the Trial Chamber ordered his immediate release when the

trial judgement was given. I'!') In the subsequent prosecuriou appeal, the Appeals

Chamber found that additional criminal conduct should have been included within the

1'J7
Ghao Response Brief para. J 91.
Prosecutor 1', Ateksovsto, IT-95-14il-T, "JUdgement", Trial Chamber. 25 June 1999 ("AIC'f..:wvski Trial
Jndgement"), para. 230 (outrages upon personal dignity, a violation of the laws or customs of war).
Alrksavski Trial Judgement, pam. 244,
Alcksovski Trial Judgement, para. 245.
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conviction for the count on which he \V..1S convictcd,200 but that this finding in and of

itself did not warrant any heavier sentence''" However. the Appeals Chamber found

that the sentence imposed by the Trial Chamber was manifestly inadequate, and a

revised sentence of seven years was substituted by the Appeals ChlJlIlbt:r.'202 The

accused was accordingly taken back into the custody of the Tribunal to serve the

remainder of his revised sentence.

5.4 The unusual feature or the Aleksovski case was thus that the accused had been at

liberty for a period after the trial verdict was given, on the basis that his sentence had

been fully served. and was then taken back into custody as a result of the increased

sentenced pronounced by the Appeals Chamber. The Prosecution finds it important to

note that the quoted portion of the Aleksovski Appeal Judgment that is referred to by

the Gbao Defence omits a crucial consideration of the Appeals Chamber. namely that

"[the accused] has been detained a second time after a period of release of nine

months."?" This takes into account the extraordinary double detention of the

accused. Therefore the Prosecution submits that the Aleksovski case can dearly be

distinguished from the cusc at hand.

5.5 The Gbao Defence cites no other case in \\'hich the Appeals Chamber suggested that

sentences should be lower than otherwise warranted merely because they have been

increased by tbe Appeals Chamher on appeal. The Prosecution is aware of none. It is

submitted that the approach taken in the Ateksovski Appeal Judgement must be

understood as unique 10 the extraordinary facts of that case.

5.6 Circumstances such as those pertaining to the Aleksovski case are not present in the

present case. 11 is therefore submitted that the Gbao argument in this respect should

be rejected.

2UI

'"'
2UJ

Sel~ Prosecutor v. AIeksovsla, IT-95-14/l-A, "Judgement". Appeals Chamber. 24 March 2000 CAfeks(H'ski
Appeal Judgement"), paras 1/2-U.J.
Aleksovskt Appeal Judgement, paras 172 and 189.
Sec Ai"kwvsk: Appeal Judgement, paras 187, 191.
Aleksovstci Appr-alJudgemcnt, para. 192 (emphasis added'•.
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JOINT CRIMINAL ENTERPRISE AND ITS EXTENDED
FORM: A THEORY OF CO-PERPETRATION GIVING RISE
TO PRINCIPAL LIABlLlTY, A NOTION OF ACCESSORIAL

LIABILITY. OR A FORM OF PARTNERSHIP IN CRIME?

I INTRODUCTION

On 23 and 25 September 2008, the Pre-Trial Chamber ('PTC') of the
Extraordinary Chambers of the Courts of Cambodia ('ECCC')
invited Prof. Cassese, Prof. Ambos and the Center for Human Rights
and Legal P1uraHsm of McGill University to submit, as amici curiae,
written briefs in the case against Kaing Guek Eay, alias DUCH1

(alleged chainnan of the headquarters of a special branch of the
Kampuchean Republic secret police known as S-21 from March 1976
to January 1979). ~ The following two issues were posed to the amici
curiae: (a) the development of the theory of joint criminal enterprise
and the development of the definition of this mode of Habi1ity, with

• LLM Columbia UniversilY, PhD Salamanea Uni\'ersity. Professor of Inlerna
tional Criminal Law and International Criminal Procedllre a[ the Wi11em Pompe
Institute for Criminal Law and Criminology of [he University of Utrecht; legal
Officer at ICC Chambers (2004-2009); Member of the Legal Advisory and Appeals
Seetions of the ICTY Office of lh<: Proseell\or (2002-2004; Memher at" the Spanish
de1egalion to the ICC Preparatory Commission (1999-2002). The views expressed
herein are those of the author alone and do not necessariJy r<:I1.<:<:[ the views of the
ICC, the ICTY, the United Nations in general or the Spanish Government

j Dl.I.ch Case (Pre-Trial Chamber Deci,ion on Appeal agaimt Closing Order
indicting Kaing Guek Eav, alias 'Dnch') 001/18-07-2007-ECCCjOCIJ (PTC
02}-D99-3-42 (5 Deeember 08) paras J4-I.'i [hereinafter Duch Case Appe'll Deci
sion].

2 Duch Case (Co·]nvestig'lting Magistrates Closing Order against Kaing Gnek
Eav, alias 'Duch') OOI/18-07-2007-ECCCjOCIJ-D-99 (8 August 2008) Sections
20-22 [hereinafter Duch Case Closing Order],
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particular reference to the time period 1975-1979; and (b) whether
joint criminal enterprise can be applied before the ECCe taking
into account the fact that the crimes were committed in the period
1975-19793

The amici curiae written briefs were submitted on 27 October
2008. On 5 December 2008, the ECCe PTe rejected the Co-Prose
cutors' requests to amend the 8 August 2008 Co~InYestigating

Magistrates Closing Order (Indictment) in order to include Duch's
alleged criminal liability pursuant to the notion of joint criminal
enterprise."" Although the ECCe PTe found it unnecessary to
address the questions posed to the amici curiae,5 the proceedings
before the ECCe PTe have shown that those issues relating to the
nature and customary status of the notion of joint criminal enterprise
continue to be the subject of a great deal of controversy today.

In this regard, the International Criminal Court ('ICC') PTC I
dismissal of [he Defence's claim that the concept of co-perpetration in
article 25(3)(a) of the ICC Statute is based on the notion of joint
criminal enterprise, as opposed to the notion of control of the crime,
constitutes further evidence of Ihis situation.6

The present article does not intend to make a comprehensive
analysis of the numerous issues raised by the notion of joint criminal
enterprise,? also known as 'common purpose doctrine',R On the

3 Duell Case Appeal Deci~ion (supra note I), at para 14.

4 According: to Duch Cuse Appeal Decision (Ibid), at para 125 and 141, thl"
Co-Prosecutors had nm requested the Co·investigating Magistrates [0 investigate the
material raets underlying the alleged existeuee of a joint criminal enterprise 10 set up
and run the 5-21 Center in order 10 systematically unlawfully arrest, torture and
murder individuals perceived as conlrarJ 10 the Kampuchea Repubhe regime,

5 The ECCC PTC found it unneee~sary to address the questions posed to the amici
curiae' because of lhe Co-Prosecutors' lack of timely request to investigate the
materials facts underlying the alleged JCE responsibility. See, Duch Cas", Appral
Deeision (Ibid), at para 142.

6 KalangtJ and Ngudjolo Cast' (Pre-Trial Chamber I Decision on lhe Confirmation
orCharge~) ICC.Olj04-01!07 (l OClober 2008) para 485 et seq [here'iuafter Katanga
and Ngudjolo Case Confmnation of Charges].

7 The author has undertakrn such a eomprehensiw analysis in H. Olasolo, The
Criminal Responsibi/ill' (1/ Senior Polilical and Mi!t/ury Leaders as Principals to

Ifl/ernalionaf Crimes (London, Hart Publishing, 2009) (in print) [hereinafter Olasolo
Criminal RespofiJibilil)l

8 The ProseClllOr v Milan MifulinMit et al. (Appeals Chamber Decision on
Dragoljub Ojdanic's Motion Challenging Jurisdiction-Joint Criminal Enterprise)
ICTY-99-37-AR72 (21 May 2003) para 36 [hereinafter 21 May 2003 ICTY Apprah
Chamber De",ision on Joinl Criminal Enterprisr],
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contrary, it aims only to shed some light on two aspects. First, the
nature of the overall notion of joint criminal enterprise; is it a theory
of co-perpetration giving rise to principal liability, a notion of
accessorial liability or a form of partnership in crime? Second, the
problems posed in recent years by the application of the third or
extended category of joint criminal enterprise will also be addressed.
Furthermore, in order to fully .tddress the~e issues, it is necessary to
first briefly discuss the related notion of control over the crime.

II THE NOTION OF CONTROL OVER THE CRIME

International crimes have a number of distinctive features. They
usually take place in situatlons of large scale or widespread crimi·
nality. They are also generally carried out by "groups of individuals,
military details. paramilitary units or governmental officials acting in
unison or in pursuance to a policy".9 Furthermore, individuals who
plan and set into motion international crimes are often geographi
cally remote from the scene of the crimes when they takc place and
have no contact with those low level members of their organisations
who physically carry out the crimes. to

As a result, according to some authors:

"When such crimes are committed, it is extremely difficult to poii'll ant the specific
cont~ibntion mnde by each individnal participant in the collective criminal enterprise,
becausc (i) not all participants acted in the same manner, but rather each of them
may have played a different rule in planning, organizing, instigating, coo~dinating,

executing, or otherwise contributing to the criminal conduct, and (ii) thc evidenee
reluted to each individual's eonduct may prove difficnlt if not impossible to find [...]
To obscure ~e,pon5ibiljty in the fog or collective criminulity and let the crimes go
unpnnished would be immo~al imd contrary to the general purpose of criminal law or

9 Dud! Case (Amicll.t Curiae Brief of Professor Antonio Cassese and Members of
the 10nmal of Intemulional Criminallustiee on Joint Criminal Enterprise Doctrine)
001/18-07-2007-ECCqOCtJ (PTC 02)--099-3-24 (27 October (8) in this volnme. at
5.1.2 [hereinafter Cassese Amicus Curia.' Briet].

10 Those individuals who physically amy OUI the objeetive elements of the erimes
huve been referred to with different expres~iom such as 'direct perpetrators', 'prin
cipal perpetrators', 'material perpetrators', 'physieal perpeuators', 'relevant physieal
perpeuators' or 'perpetrators behind the direct perpetrators/actors'. See The Pros
eculor l' Radosfa ..' Brd4nin (Appe<lh Chamber ]udgmenI) ICTY-99-36-A (3 April
2007) para 362 [hereinafter Brdanin Case Appeals Judgment].

q. "/0 b
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protecting the community from deviant behavior thaI causes serious dam<lge w the
general interest. This damage is all the more severe in the cont!:;>;[ of colleclive
criminality". j j

Nevertheless, the legality and fair trial principles-which are cor
nerstones of international criminal1awl2_prohibit the expansion of
any theory of criminal liability in order to circumvent the lack of
evidence on the specific role played by those individuals somehow
involved in the planning, preparation and execution of large scale or
widespread campaigns of criminality. As a result, in the view of the
author, the main problem posed by the speeific features of interna
tional crimes resides in the eonsideration of senior politieal and
military leaders who plan and set into motion large-scale or sys
tematic campaigns of criminality as mere accessories (as opposed 10
principals) to the crimes physically committed by their subordinates.
This does not reflect the central role that senior political and military
leaders usually play in the commission of international erimes, and
ofcen results in a punishment which is inappropriately low consid
ering the wrongdoing of their actions and omissions. 13

As a result. international criminal law has put a particular
emphasis on the development of notions, such as 'control Over the
crime' and 'joint criminal enterprise,' which aim at better reflecting
the central role played by senior political and military leaders in
campaigns of large scale and systematic criminality.

The notion of control over the crime-which was first applied by
the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia
('lCTY') in the Slakic Case Trial Judgment l4 and has been subse
quently elaborated on by the ICC-reflects a material~objective

approach to the notion of perpetration, and therefore to the dis
tinction between principal (perpetration) and accessoria.l or derivative

11 Cassese Amicus Curiac Brief, supra note 9, at 5.1.2.

12 R. Cryer, H. Friman, D. Robinson aud E. Wilmshurst, lwernational Criminal
Law and Procedure (Cambrjdge, Cambridge University Press, 2007), at 30J.

13 The Prosecutor \. Dusko Tudic (Appt'aJs Chamber Judgment) lCTY-94-I-A (15
July 1999) pam 192 [hereinafter Tadic Case Appeals Judgment].

14 Thc h,Hecu/or v MilO/nir Slakic l1udgment) ICTY-97-24-T (31 JUly 2003) paras
439 e/ seq [hereinafter S/akic Case Trial lndgment]. See also H. Olasolo and A Perez
Cepeda, The Notion of Cmt/rol of /he Crime in Ihe Jurisprudence of the lCTY: The
Srokic Case, 4 Inlt'mational Criminal Law Review 476 (200:1) [hereinafter Ollisolo
and Perez Cepeda].
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liability (panicipation).ls As ICC PTC I has held, according to lhis
nOlion, perpetrators or principals to the crime are those who domi·
nate the commission of the crime in the sense that they decide whe·
ther the crime will be Ci:lrried out and how it will be performed. 16

The notion of control over the crime combines an objective ele
ment consisting of the factual circumstances lhi:lt led to control over
the erime, and a subJeetive element consisting of the awareness of the
factual circumstances that lead to such control. 17 As a result.
according to ICC PTC I, this notion 'represents a synthesis of, and
'reconciles', the formal·objeetive and the subjective approaches to the
notion of perpetration and to the distinction between principal and
aeeessorialliability.Jf:

15 At;cording to the material·objective approach. perpet.ration flnd participation
are distinguished 011 the basis of the level and intensity of the conlribntion 10 the
c.... l:cution of the objeetive eleml:nls of the crime. Pl:rpetralion reqnires that thc
contribnlion bl: e.~sential for the wmpletion of the crimI: in the seme thai without il
the crime would nol have bel:n committed. Those who snpport this approach jnstify
il by the higher danger emanaling from principals lo the crime in comparison to

accessories dne to the different level and intensity of their respective conlriblliions to
the eommission of the crime. See for all C. Ro....in. Autoria y Dominio Jel Heeho en
Derecho Pma( (6th edn, Madrid, Marcial Pons, [998), p. 58 [hereinafl.er Roxin
Au/oria]; A. Gimbeflla! Ordeig. Au/or y C(,mp/ice en Derecho Penal (Madrid, Uni
venidad de Madrid, 1966), pp. 115-117 [hereinafter Gimbernat Ordeigj: F, Mnnoz
Conde and M. Gareia Aran, Deruho Pella!: Parf" General (Dereeho Penal: Parle
Genera! (5th edll. Valencia, Tiranllo Blaneh, 200~), pp. 448--449; and J.M. Zngaldia
Espinar (ed), Derecho Penal: PtJr/e Genat,! (Valeneia. Tirflnt 10 Blanch. 2002).
pp 7J4-735 [hereinafter Zngaldia Espinarl. See also H. 01<15010. Ref/eellons on the
TretJlmelll o{ Ihe Notions ofControl of the Crime tJnd Joinl Crimina! Enlerprise in the
Stakic Appea! Judgement, 7 IlJlernational Criminal Law Review 143 (2007).

l~ Lubanga Case (Pre-Trial Chambn I Decision on the Confinnatioll ofCharge~)

ICC-0[/04-0Ij06 (29 Jan 2007) para 320 [hereinafter Lubanga Case Confirmation of
Charges]; and Katanga and Ngudjr;(o Cast' Confirmfltion of Charges (supra note 6), at
para 485.

17 Kaw/lgtJ and Ngudjolo Case Confirmation of Charges ({bid), at para 484,

I~ According to the fonnal-objeetive approal:h. perpelrators or principals lo the
crime are only those persollS who carry onl one or more objeetive elements of Ihe
crime, ....'nereas partieipants or accessorie~ to the erime are those others who COil·

uibute in any other way to the commission of the crime. The ~ubjeclive approach
looks at the dislinction betweell perpetration and participation in the personal
attitude vi~-:i-vis the crime of I:<teh person involved ill its eommis~ion. As Ii result,
regardless of the nature and scope of thl: comribution to Ihe commissioll of
the crime, principals \0 the crime are only those who mflke their contribulion wilh
(he intenl w have the erime as lheir own deed. ThC'se persons who conlribute w the
commission of the crime with the intenL not to ha\'e the crime liS their own deed and
subordinating their will w that of the perpelrator(s) are to be considered access0fies
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Furthennore, the notion of control of the crime has three main
manifesta tions 19:

(i) direct perpetration, according to which, those persons, who
physically carry out the objective elements of the crime with the
subjective elements required by the crime in question, have the
control over the crime (also known as 'control of the action');

Oi) indirect perpetration, according to which, those persons, who do
not physically carry out the objective elements of the crime, can
also have the control over the crime if they indirectly commit the
crime by using the physical perpetrators as an 'instrument' or a
'tool' who is controlled by their dominant will (also known as
'control of the will'); and

(iii) co-perpetration based on functional control, according to
which, when the objective elements of a crime are completed as
a result of the sum of individual contributions of several per
sons on the basis of the principle of divisions of tasks, those
persons who can fruslrate thc implementation of the common
plan by withholding their essential contributions have also
control over the crime.

As ICC PTe 1 has highlighted, 'indirect co-perpetration' based on
a combined application of indirect perpetration and co-perpetration
based on joint control, constitutes a fourth manifestation of the no·
lion ofconlrol over the crime, which is mainly applicable to two types
of scenarios 20

:

Foomote 18 continued
w the crime. See E. Mezger, Tratado de Derecho Pella!, Vol /I (MadrId, Editorial
Revista de Dereeho Privado. 1957), pp. 339-340; Ro... in Au/oria, supra note l5,lil 71;
Gimberuat Ordeig, supra note 15, at 19-22 and 42-44; Zngaldia Espinar, suprd. no,e
15, at 732-734; P. Gillies, Criminal La.... (:lth ed, North Rydc, LBC Information
Services, 1997). pp. 157-158 [hereinafter Gillies]; J.C. Smith and B. Hogan, Criminal
Law (11th ed, London, BnUcTVr'orlhs, 2005), pp. 166-1 Ml (hereinafter Smith &
Hogan].

19 Lubanga Case Conlirmation of Charges, supra note 16, at para 332; and
Ka/(lnga and Ngudjolo Case Conlirm<ltion of Charges, supra nOle 6, o( para 488. See
also SUprd. nott: 15.

~o One could even Imagine an additional scenario in which this fourth manifes·
lolion of the notion of conlrol over the crime could be applicable. This would take
place when not all co-perpeTrators control ont: organization (or a part thereof). In
this scenario, thost: co-perpelrators who do not control any organiZ1tion would
co-ordinale the implementation of the comlnon criminal plan by those other
co-perpt'"lrators who use their organisations to h"ve the crimes committed.
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(i) When several politieal and military leaders who have joint control
over one hierarchieal organisation (or a part thereof), such as the
military, the police, large paramilitary groups or certain organised
armed groups, use it to secure the commission of the crimes21 ;

(il) When several political and military leaders, who are each of
them in control of a different hierarchical organisation (or a part
thereoO direct their different organisations to implement III a
coordinated manner a common criminal plan?2

III THE NATURE OF THE NOT10N OF JOINT CR1M1NAL
ENTERPR1SE

3.[ First Approach /0 ,he .""fo/ion of Joint Criminal Enterprise

The notion of 'joint criminal enterprise', or the 'common purpose'
doctrine, as interpreted by the ad hoc Tribunals, provides that where
a crime is committed by a plurality of persons acting together in
pursuance of a common criminal purpose, every member of the group
is criminally liable, no matter the importance of his contribution. 23

In order to become a participant in a joint criminal enterprise, it is

21 This is the faCluat situatiou in the G<!mwlI Border case, where the E<ts( Germany
National Defence Councii, whieh was the organ responsible for defence and ~ecurity

matters in Ea.~t Germany, was comprised of~everal members who jointly issued
those decisions in executiou of which crimes were rommilled at the border between
Easl and West Germany. Nevertheless, the German Federat Supreme Court failed to
address the horizontal relationship between the members of the Conncil, and only
applied the notion of indirect perpetration. See Enlscheidungen des Bundes
geriehtshofs in Strafsachen 40, p. 218.

22 This is the factual scenario in lhe Kalallga and Ngudjofo and Bemba cases berore
the ICC, and in the Stakic case before the ICTY. See Katanga and Nglldjolo Case
Confirmation o.l Charges (S!lpra note 6), at pams 540-582; and Bf'f/lba Case (Pre-Trial
Chamber III Decision on the Proso;:utor's Application for a Warrant of Arrest
against lean-Pierre Bemba Gombo) ICC-01/05-01/08-14-TEn (10 June 2008) paras
69-84. See also Stakic Case Trial Judgment (supra note 14), at paras 738-744, 774,
818, &22 and &26. In this tast case, ICTY Trial Chamber II used the expression
'co-perpetratorship' to refer to the eombined application of the notions of indirect
perpetration in its variant of Organised Strueture of Power and co-perpetration
based on joint control. See the explanation by Otiisolo and Perez Cepeda, supra note
t4, at paras 512-514.

23 See inj;a note 26 On the imponance of the notion of Joint Criminal Enterprise, see
N. Piacente, fmporlana lJj"the ICE Doctrine lor the ICTY Prost!CUlorialPolicy, 2Journat
ofhHt'Hlational Crimi nat Justice 448 (2004); M. Osiel, The Bana/ity oj"the Good: Aligning
II/cen/in!!>" against Mass Atrocity, 105 Columbia Law Review 1783 (2005),

4- "110
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4 9 lt

not sufficient to agree with the common criminal purpose; i, is also
necessary to make a contribution to its implementation with a view to
commit the crimes that are either the ultimate goal of the enterprise
or the means through which the goal of the enterprise is to be
achieved. 24 This intent must be shared by all participants in a joint
criminal enterprise, no matter whether they are physical perpetrators
or senior political and military leaders.2 5

The level of contribution of those participating in a joint criminal
enterprise is secondary.26 What really matters is that they make their

2~ Tadic Case Appeals Jndgmem, supra note 13, al para 227. See also The Pros
ecutor t' Mllomd Krnojelae (Appeals Chamber Jndgmenl) ICTY-97"25-A (17 Sep
2003) para 31 [hereinafter Krnojrlac CaJe Appeals Jndgment]; The Proserulor \'
Mitar Vasilje~ic (Appeals Ch~mber Judgment) ICTY-98-32"A (25 Feb 2(04) para
100 [hereinaft.er Vasiljevic Case Appeals Jndgment]; The Prosecutor ~ K\'ol.'ka et al.
(Appeals Chamber JudgmenllICTY-98-30jl-A (28 Feb ZOOS) para 96 (hereinafter
K~ocka Ca,le Appl:iJls Jndgment]; The Proseculor v Slakir (Appeals Chamber
Jndgment) ICTY-S17-24-A (22 Mar 2006) para 64 [hereinaf!er Sfakic Cose Appeals
Jndgment); Th .. Proseculor v Krajisnik (Jndgment) ICIT-00-J9-T (27 Sep 2006) para
883 [hereind-fter Krajisnik Case Trial JUdgment); Brdanin Cast' Appeals Judgment
tAbove n 10) para 364; and The Proseculor v Milan Martie (Appeals Chamber
Jndgment) ICTY-95-1 I-A (8 Oct 2008) para 82 [hereinafter Morrie Case Appeals
Judgment].

~~ Tadie Case Appeals Judgment (Ibid), at parll 228; Krnajefac Cas.. Appeals
Judgment (Ibid), a! p:m.~ 32-33; Vasiljevic Cast' Appeals Judgment lfbid), at para
101; Kf'arka CaN Appeals Judgment (Ibid), at paras 82. 83, 89; Stakic Clue Appeals
Judgment (Ibid), at para 65; Brdanin CaJ" Appeals Judgment (Above n 10), at para
365; The Proseculor V B1ago.ie Simic et at (Jud/,'Ttleul) (CTY-95-9-T (17 Oct 2003)
para 158 [hereinafter Simie Cast' Tria IJndgment]; and Krajisnik Case Trial Judgmenl
(lbitf) at paras 879, 883.

~6 See Tadir CaJe Appeal~ Judgrnent (Ibid) at paras 227. 229. The Kvotka C4se
Appeals Jndgment (Ibid), at paras 97-98, 104, rejected the Kl'odw Cast' Trial
Judgment's eonclusiou that the contribntion to the implementation of the common
criminal plan musl be 'significant' or 'substantial'. The- Vl1sifjewc Cas.. Appeals
Judgment (Ibid}, at p<lra 100; The Prasecuror ~' RadrJs/,jl' BrdanJn (Judgment) ICIT
99-36-T (I September 2004) para 263 [Brdanin Case Trilll Judgmem]; and the
Krajisnik Cas.. Trial Judgment (Ibid), <It para 883, took the same approach that the
f(vocka Case Appeals Judgement. The Brdanin Case Appeals Judf,.'ITJent referred
again to the 'signifteant contribulion' reqnirement. Nevertheless, such a referenee
was aceompanied by a quote from paragraph 97 of the Kl'ocka Cas.. Appeals
Judgment. As a result, the <luthor considers thal ti) the conclusion of the ICTY
Appeals Chamber in [he Brdanin case is an evidentiary oue, according IO which,
when the intent of the delend~lIt is to be inferred from his level of contribution, this
must be 'significant'; and (ii) that the requisite kvel of contribUtion in the imple
mentatiou of the common criminal plan remains, as a matter of law, fairly low, This
has not been altered by the reference to the Brdanin Case Appeals Judgment made in
the recenl Marfic Case Appeals Judgment (supra note 24), al para 84.
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contributions with the aim of furthering the common criminal pur
pose.27 Hence, minor contributions, including further planning and
preparation of the actual commission of the crimes, may suffice as
long as the common criminal purpose is shared.28 Likewise, major
contributions with knowledge of the common criminal purpose, but
without sharing it, will not suffice for criminal liability to arise under
the notion of joint criminal enterprise.29

Accordingly, for the notion of joint criminal enterprise or the
common purpose doctrine, the essence of the wrongdoing lies in the
shared intent by all the participants in the en(erprise to commit
the crimes encompassed by the common criminal purpose. 30 When
the crimes are eommitted within a system of ill treatment (systematic
form of joint criminal enterprise), the shared intent to commit the
core crimes carried out through sueh a system is inherent to the

27 Tadic Case Appeals Judgment (Ibid), a1 para 228; Krnojelae Case Appeals
Judgment (.wpra note 24), at para 84; Kvocka Ca,W Appeals JUdgment (Ibid), at para
82; Vasi/je ../(; Case Appeals Judgment (Ibid). at para 97; Slakie Case Appeals
Judgment (Above n 24), al para 65; Brdarlirl Case Appeals Judgmeut (supra note (0)
al para 365, Simie Case Trial Judgmenl (Ibid), al para 157; KrajiJnik Case Tri<ll
Judgment (Ibid). at para 79; So: abo A. Bogdan, Indivrdiw! Criminal Responsibility in
the Execution oj u "JoiM Crimina! Enterprise" ill the Jurisprudence oJ tht' Ad hoc
InterrlQtionul Tribunal Jor the Former Yugo.rlavia, 6 International Criminal Law
Re~'iew 63-120, 81(2006).

2~ See Japra nole 26. Concurring K Gnstafson, The Requirt'menls oJ an "Express
Agrtemerll" Jor Joinl Criminal Erl/erpri,'ie Liability; A Cri/iqut of Brdanin, 5 Journal
of Internalional Criminal Jn~tice 141 (2007). However, A.M. Danner and 1S.
Martine7-, G!/ilt)' Associaliot/.\': Joint Crimirwf Enterprise, Command Respolisi/Jilil)'
and the De\'dopment oJ In/erna/ional Criminal Law, 93 California Law Review
150-151 (2005) emphasize the need for the interpretalion of .he notion of joint
criminal enterprise a~ requiring a signifieant. level of contribmion to the implemen
tation of the common criminal plan. Likewise, J.D, Ohlin. Three Conceptual Prob
/tms Ivi/h Ihe Doc/rim' of Joint Criminal Erilerprise, 5 Journal of International
Criminal Justice 89 (2007) [hereinafter Ohlin] proposes to require a 'substantial and
indispensable conuibntion' before criminal liability is invoked for parlicipalion in a
joint criminal enlerprise under art. 25 O)(d) RS,

29 This has been made particularly dear in the context of the distinction between
lhe notions of joinl criminal enterprise and aiding and abeHing. See Tadic Case
Appeals Judgment (supra note lJ). at para 229; J'uJi(il'l'k' Case Appeals Judgment
(supra note 24), at para J02; 21 May 2003 ILlY Appeals Chamber Dedsiou on Joiut
Criminal Enterprise (JIlfJra note 8), at para 20; and Krajisnik Case Trial Judgment
(supra nOle 24), at para 885.

:'u 21 May 2003 ICTY Appeals Chamber Deeision on Joinl Criminal Enterprise
(Ibid), at para 20.
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awareness of its nature and the intent to further it.Jl Criminal
responsibility for the commission by other members of the criminal
enterprisc of foreseeable crimes, which are not parI of lhe common
criminal plan, only arises as long as there is a shared intent by all
participants in the enterprise to have the core crimes of the enterprise

. 1"commltted.· -

3.2 The Notion oIJoin! Criminal Enterprise since the 21 May 2003
Decision oI the ICTY Appeals Chamber: Turning a Notion (~r

Partnership in Crime or Accomplice Liability into a Notion oI
Co-perpetration

The Charters and case Jaw of the [mernationaJ Military Tribunal and
the Intcrnational Military Tribunal for the Far East embraced a
unitary ('monistic') model, which did not distinguish belween the
perpetration of a crime (which gives rise to principal liability) and
participation in a crime committed by a third person (which gives rise
to accessorial or derivative liability).33 Furthermore, although article
1l(2) of Allied Control Council Law No. lO introduced, for the first
time, the distinction bctween principal and accessorial liability in
international criminal law,34 military tribunals acting under Allied
Control Council Law No. 10 embraced also the unitary model.3's

As a result, the application of any notion of criminal liability,
somewhat akin to joint criminal cnterprise in World War II related

31 Ti:!dic Case Appeals Judgment (Above n 13), lH para 228; Krnojefac Case
Appeals Judgmenl (Abo\'e n 24), al paras 93-94; KI'Ot'ka Case Appr:'[)I, Judgmenr
(Above n 24), al p[)ra 82; and Brdanin Cllse Appeals JUdgment (supru nole 10), al
para 365. See also E. van Sliedregl, Joint Criminal Enterprise as a Pathway to
Convicting Indiwduals/or Genocide, 5 Journal of International Criminal Justice 186
(2007) {hereinafter van SJiedn:gt].

J2 Tadic Cuse Appeals Judgment ([bid), at para 228; Vasifj,,~'ic Case Appeals
Judgment (Above n 24), at para 101; and The Prosecutor v Tihomir Blaskic (Appeals
Chamber Judgment) ICTY·95-14-A (29 July 2004) para 33 [hereinafter Blaskic CUSt'

Apveal, Judgment]. See also H. van der Wilt, Joint Criminal Enterprise: Possibilities
and Limilations, 5 Journal 0/ International Criminal Jus/ia' 96 (2007) [hereinij/(er vau
der Witt]; and van Sliedregr Vbid), al 186.

33 Cassese AmiClis Curiae Brief (supra note 9), at 5.2.1. See also G. Werle, TrOlado
de Dern'ho Penal InI<!rnacional (V[)leneia, Tirant 10 Blanch, 2005), p. 21]. n 636
[hereinafter Werle]; and K Ambos, La Parle Gel/era! rid Derecho Penal InternociOlwl:
Buses para una Elaboracion Dogma/iea (Uruguay, Kourad-Adenauer-Stiflung, 2005),
p. 75 [hereinilfter Ambo~l.

]4 Art II(2) of Allied Conlro] Council Law No. 10.

H Werle, supra nOle 33, al 211, u 636; and Ambos, supra note 33, a\ 75.
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cases was made under the following premise; such notion constituted
a theory of partnership in crime which gave rise to criminal liability
that was not per se qualified as principal or accessorial. This ap~

proaeh is consistent with the fact that in those common law juris
dictions where the notion of joint criminal enterprise originated,
participation in a joint criminal enterprise gives rise to principal lia
bility if the accused physically commits the crime, and to accessorial
liability if this is not the case·-and this is applicable to both the
foundational crimes of the enterprise and any foreseeable incidental
crime committed in the execution of the common criminal plan. 36

In 1999, the Tadic Case Appeals Judgment, after stating that the
notion of joint criminal enterprise was implicitly included in article
7(1) of the lCTY Statute, addressed the following issue: Whether
joint criminal enterprise was part of any of the five modes of criminal
liability explicitly referred to in article 7(1) of the ICTY Statute
(planning, instigating, ordering, committing or aiding and abetting);
or whether it constituted an additional mode of liability falling within
the general scope of application of article 7(1) of the ICTY Statute.)7
As a result. the question arose as to the exact nature of the notion of
joint criminal enterprise. In particular, whether it constituted a theory
of (i) co·perpetration giving rise to principal liability (and thus falling
under the heading "committing" in article 7(1) of the ICTY Statute);
(ii) accessorial or derivative liability; or (iii) partnership in crime or
accomplice liability in a common law sense (which could give rise to
prineipal or accessorial liability depending on the defendant's con
tribution and state of mind).

As van Sliedregt has pointed out, the Tadic Case Appeals Judg
ment did not provide a clear answer to this question, as it used
simultaneously the expressions 'accomplice liability,3~ and 'co-per·
petrationd9 to refer to the notion of joint criminal enterprise.40 Only
if the ICTY Appeals Chamber understood at the time it issued the
Tat/ic Case Appeals Judgment that the notion of joint criminal

:16 Gillies. supra note 18, at 173; and Smith and Hogan, supra nole 18, at 169. See
also K. Hilmdorf. The Concept of a loint Criminal Enlerprbie and Domestic Modes 0/
Lialoiiuyfor Parties to a Crime: A Comparison ojGerman and English Law, I Journal
of [nternational Criminal Justice 208 (2007), at 221-123; and van Sliedregt, supra
1100e 31, at 197.

.17 Tadic Case Appeals Judgment (supra nore 13), at para 220.

38 INd. at para 220.

39 INd, at para 192.

~o VilU Sliedregt, supra nole 31, at 189.
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enterprise constituted a theory of partnership in crime (or accomplice
liability in a common Jaw sense), would the simultaneous use of both
expressions be consistent.41 Such an interpretation would also be
consistent with (i) the application of any notion of criminal liability
somewhat akin to joint criminal euterprise in World War II related
cases; and (ii) the nature of joint criminal enterprise in those common
law jurisdictions where it originated. Moreover. one should keep in
mind that, at the time the Tadic Case Appeals Judgment was issued,
the ICTY case law had not clearly adopted yet a dualist system of
criminal liability based on the distinction between principal and
accessorial liabiJi ty.

As a consequence, the 21 May 2003 ICTY Appeals Chamber
Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise would constitute the nrst
ICTY Appeals Chamber's decision stating unambiguously that under
customary international law (as well as under article 7 of the ICTY
Statute): (i) there is a distinction between principal and accessorial
liability; and (ii) the notion of joint criminal enterprise is not a notion
of partnershjp in erime (accomplice liability in a common law sense)
insofar as it constitutes a notiou of co-perpetration (principal liabil
ity) which falls under the heading 'committing' in article 7 (1) of the
ICTY Statute. 42

Subsequently, this approach has been followed by the ICTY Ap
peals Chamber in the Krnojelac,43 Vasilje\lic,44 Blaskic.4s Knlic,46

~I The conclnsions on the fonndation of the notion of joinl criminal enterprise
reachrd nnder 5.2.2 o{the Cassese Am/rlu Curiae Brief (supra nole 9) appear to also
support Ihis inlerprelation. Indeed, even if the nolion of joint criminal enterprise is
und<:rstood as a g<:neral theory of partnership in crime, one has problems to
llnd<:rstand how its existence is supponed by notions as diverse as: (i) the doctrine of
'joinl nnlawful euterpri,e' and ~oint enterprise liability'; (iiJ the doctrines on con
spiracy and Complicity in the United St.ales; (iii) the notions of criminal association
and complicity in counlries such as France, haly, Korea, Switzerland and the former
Sociali,1 Federal Republic of Yugoslavia: and (iv) (he notions of
eo-perpetration and eomplicity in eountries snch a, Belgium and Germany,

~l 21 May 2003 ICTY Appeals Chamber Decisioll on Joint Criminal Enterprise
(supra note 8), at paras 20, 31.

~J Krn<~;,,'a(' Case Appeals Judgmenl (,mpra nOle 24), at paras 30, 73.

~~ Vasllje~ic Case Appeal~ Judgment (supra note 24), lit p~ras 95, 102.

~.l Blaskl<' Case Appeal.~ Judgment (wpra note 32), al para 33.

46 The PrO.leC1ifor v RudiJlav Krsfic (Appeals Chamber Judgment) ICTY-98-33-A
(19 April 2004) paras 134, 137,266-269,
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Kvocka,47 Simic,48 and Brdanin49 Cases Appeal Judgments. Likewise,
the lCTR Appeals Chamber has also embraced this approach, in
particular, in the Nlakirutimana50 and Gacumbitsi5J cases. As a result,
after the 21 May 2003 ICTY Appeals Chamber Decision on Joint
Criminal Enterprise, ad hoc Tribunals Appeals Chambers case law
has embraced a subjective approach to the distinction between
principal and accessorial liability based on the notion of joint crim·
inal enterprise

According to this approach, where crimes are committed by a
plurality of persons acting together, the distinction between princi
pals and accessories to the crimes is grounded in a subjective criterion
consisting of the sharing of the common criminal purpose of the
enterprise. Those who make their contributions with the aim to have
the core crimes of the enterprise committed are principals to the
crimes, regardless of the importance of their contribution. 52 Those
others who carry out major contributions with knowledge of the
common criminal purpose but withoul sharing it are not members of
the joint criminal enterprise, and therefore can only be accessories to
the crimes pursuant to other modes of liability provided for in articles
6 and 7 of the ICTR and JCTY Statutes (in particular aiding and
abetting).53

The 21 May 2003 lCTY Appeals Chamber Decision on Joint
Criminal Enterprise, and the subsequent ad hoc Tribunals Appeals
Chambers case law, have also upheld the customary status of (i) the
above-mentioned subjective criterion to distinguish between principal
and accessorial liability; and (ii) the configuration of the notion of
joint criminal enterprise as a theory of co-perpetration. 5.J

47 Kvocka Case Appeals Judgment (.wpra note 24), :H pclra 79.

48 Implicitly in ProsecutOr ~ Simic et al. (Appeals Chamber Judgment) ICTY·95-9
A (28 November 2006) para 243, n 265.

~Q Implieitly in the Brd.anin CaSt' Appeals Judgment (supra note 10j, at paras 431,
434, 444·-450.

,il) The Prosecutor \' G.'rlHd NJakirutimarw alld Efizaphan NJakirutimana (Appeals
Chamber Judgment) ICTR-96-IO-A (13 December 20(4) para 462.

51 Syh-eSIrt' Gacumbil$i v The Prosecuror (Appeals Chamber Judgment) ICTR
2001-64-A (7 July 2006) para 158,

~2 2! May 2003 ICTI'" Appeals Chamber Decisiou on Joint Criminal Enterprise
(supra note 8), at para 20.

n Ibid.

54 See Jupra n. 41-51.

41tb
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The author has explained in detail elsewhere why he cannot share
this conclusion.~5 For the purpose of this article, it suffices to high
light that, since 2003, the ad hoc Tribunals Appeals Chambers case
law has exclusively relied in support of the said conclusion on the
analysis made by the Tadic Case Appeals Judgment in 1999. In this
regard, the latest ICTY Appeals Judgment on the matter has high
lighted:

"With regard w the contention that leE had no ba,is in international customary law
llt llle lime relevant to ManiC's case, the Appeals Chamber [ecollls that it is well
established in the Triblln(ll's jurisprudence that JeE e:-;i.'iled in customary intcrnll
tionallaw at the time rek:vant to the charges agaiml Martie. In rudie, the Apre-dls
Chambcr conducted a Ihorough analysis of pre-1991 international criminal case-law
and concluded thai "the notion of common desigu as a fonn ofaccompJice liability is
firmly established iu custom 'IT)' international law".s6

However, little support can be provided by this analysis in light of the
fact that it was earried au[ at a time in which the ad hoc Tribunals'
case law (i) had not dearly adopted yet the distinction between
principal and accessorial liability; and (ii) understood the notion of
joint criminal enterprise as a theory of partnership in crime or
accomplice liability in a common law sense. In this regard, the author
is of the view thaI article 25(3) of the ICC Statute is more in line with
the treatment of the notion of joint criminal enterprise in WW II
related case law and in the Tadic Case Appeals Judgment, than the 21
May 2003 ICTY Appeals Chamber Decision on Joint Criminal
Enterprise and the subsequent ad hoc Tribunals Appeals Chambers
case law.

Article 25(3) of the ICC Statute affirms the distinction between
principal and accessorial liabili ty57 (just as the 2] May 2003 ICTY
Appeals Chamber Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise does).
However, instead of altering the nature of the notion of joint criminal
enterprise so as to portray it as a theory of co-perpetration and
affirming the customary status of this new concept, the drafters of the
ICC Statute;

jj Olilsolo, supra nOle 7, Ch 2.vii.

56 Martie Case Appeals Judgmcnt (su.pra note 24), at para 80, citing the Tadic Case
Appcals Judgment (Abovc n 13), at paras 194-220.

57 Lubanga Case (Prc-Trial Chamber I Deeision on Prosecution's Application for
Warrant of Arrest) ICC-01/04-01/06 (10 Feb 2006) para 78; Lu.banga Case Confir
mation of Charges (SUprtl note 16), at para 320; and Katanga und Ngudjo!o Case
Confirmation of the- Charges (supra note 6), al pllras 466 and 467.
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(i) provided in paragraph 3(a) of article 25 of the ICC Statute for a
material-objective criterion (the notion of control over the
erime) to distinguish between principals and accessories to the
crime5B; and

(ii) included in paragraph 3(d) of article 25 of the ICC Statute a
notion somewhat akin to tha[ of joint criminal enterprise, with
full respect for irs traditional nature as a theory of partnership in
crime Or accomplice liability,59

As a result, whenever a crime is committed by a plurality of per
sons acting together in pursuance of a common criminal purpose, one
will analyze whether the defendant is a principal to the crime in light
of the different manifestations of the notion of control over the crime
(direct perpetration, indirect perpetration, co-perpetration based on
joint control or indirect co-perpetration).6o In this regard, Ambos has
underscored in his Amicus Curiae Brief that:

'If one construes JCE [ as containing objective and subjective elemo:n(~, in {he sense
of tho: functional control concept, it o::.tn be considered as a form of co-perpetration
within Ihe me:.tning or Art. 25 (3) (a1 alt. 2 ICC Statute and as such as :.t form of
commission pursuant to Art. 7 (I) (CTY/Art. 6 (I) ICTR Statutes,.cit

If the defendant cannot be regarded as a principal to [he crime
pursuant to article 25(3)(a) of the ICC Statute, one wit! analyze
whether he can be considered an accessory pursuant to (i) the tra
ditional notions of accessorial liability provided for in article 25(3)(b)
and (c) of the ICC Statute (ordering, soliciting, inducing and aiding

5~ Lubanga Case Confirmation of Charges (supra note 16). at paras 33}-341; and
Kalanga and Ngudjo!o Caw Confirm<ltion of Charges (supra note 6), at para 488(<1),
520 and 521. See also inler alia I.M. Gomez Benitez, Elementos Comune,< de 10J
Crlmenes comra la Humanidad ell e! EsIQ//lIO de !a COrle Penal Inlernacim/Q/ 42
AClU<llidad Penal J121-1138 (2002); K. Amb05, Article 25: Individual Crimiual
Responsibility in 0 Tri!flerer (ed), Cammenlary an the Rome S!alufe of the Inter
nill/ona! Criminal Cour/ (Baden-Baden, Nomos, 1999), p. 4791hereinafter Ambos,
Arlide 2Jl; and A. Eser, Individual Criminal Respon~jbiJiIY, in A. Cassese, P. Gaeta,
<lnd I.R.W.D. Jones (eds), The Rome Sta/ute aj"the Infernaliona/ Criminal COUrl: A
Cammentary (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2002). p. 791.

59 Lubanga Ca,Ie Confirmation of Charge~ (supra note 16), at para 337; and
Kalanga a?/d Ngudjalo Case Confirmation of Charges (supra note 6), at para 483.

6IJ Sec supra Seetion (2).

~I Duch CaSe (Amicus Coriae Conceming Criminal Case Fik No 001/18-07-2007
ECCCjOCI.l (PTC 02)) 001118-07-2007~ECCC!OCII (PTC 02)-D99-3-27 (27 Oct 08)
in this volume, ,,1 p"ra 2 [hereinilfter Ambos Amicus Curiae Brief].
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and abetting); or (ii) the theory of partnership in crime somewhat
akin to the notion of joint criminal enterprise provided for in article
25(3)(d) of the ICC Statute."

Hence, the main difference between article 25(3) of the ICC
Statute on the one hand, and the analysis made in WW II related case
law and the Tadic Case Appeals JUdgment on the other hand, appears
to be the exclusion of the extended category of joint criminal enter~

. 63
prIse.

IV EXTENDED FORM OF JOINT CRIMINAL ENTERPRISE

The case law of the ad hoc Tribunals has distinguished three variants
of the notion of joint criminal enterprise, usually referred to as 'the
basic form of leE, the systemic [ann of leE and the extended form
of JCE'.6-1 The basic and systemic [onns of joint criminal enterprise
are applicable to the so-called 'core crimes' of the enterprise, which
are those that are an integral part of the common criminal plan
because their commission is its ultimate goal or the means to achieve
it. 65 The systemic fonn of joint criminal enterprise is a subcategory of
the basic form, and is only 2pplicable when the common criminal
plan consists of setting up and/or furthering an organized system of

62 Lubarlga Case Confirmation of Charg~s (supra note 16), at para 337; and
Kflfanga and Ngudjolo Cwe Confirmation of Ch'lrges (supra notc 6), al para 483. Set
also Werle (supra nole 33), al 212-213; and Ambos, Article 25 (supra nOle 58), a1:
478--480.

6:> G.P. Flet.:ha and J.D, Ohlin, Reclaiming Fundamental Principles of Criminal
Law ill Ihe Darfur Case, 3 Journal of International Criminal Justice 549 (2005)
[hereinafter Fletcher and Ohlin}.

64 Tadh' Case Appeals Judgmenl (supra nole 13), at paras 227-228; Kvacka Case
Appeals Judgmen i (supra note 24), al paras 79-83; Krnojefac Case Appeals Judgment
(supra nole 24), at paras 83-84; Vasiljevic Cose Appeals Judgmenl (supra note 24), at
para 96; Swkic Case Appeals Judgmenl (wpra note 24), ai para 64; Brdanin Case
Appeals Judgmenl (supra note 10), at para 364; and Martie Case Appeals Judgment
(supra note 24) at paras 8G-1l4. See <llso Dach Case (Amicus Curi<Je Brief Submilled
by the Center for Human Righls and Legal Pluralism, McGill University Montreal
(Quebec) Canada), 00Ijlll-07-2007-ECCCjOCIJ (PTC 02)-D99-3-25 (27 October
2008) In lhi$ volume. at paras 15-24 [hereinafter McGill Amicus Curiae Brief];
Cassese Amicus Curiae Brief (supra nal<: 9), at 5.1.1; Ambos Amicus Curiae Brief
(supra note 61), at 11 See also V. Haan, TIle De~elopmenl of tne Concepi of Joint
CrimilJaf Enlerprise at Ihe Imemariollal Criminal TribunGlfor tne Former Yugosf<Jria,
5 International Criminal Law Review 170 (2005) [hereinafter Haan].

6~ Krajisnik Case Trial Judgmenl (mpra note 24), a1: para 1096.
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ill-treatment (such as a concentration camp or a detention camp) to
commit the crimes. 66

The extended form ofjoint criminal enterprise is only applicable to
the so-called 'foreseeable' crimes, that is to say, those crimes (i)
committed beyond the scope of the common criminal plan because
they are not an integral part of it; but (ii) are, nevertheless, a natural
and foreseeable consequence of its implementation.67 There is no
extended form of joint criminal enterprise without the existence of a
basie or systemic form of joint criminal enterprise in which the
defendant partieipates.6K As a result, only if the defendant is found to
be a covperpetrator of the core crimes of a basic or systemic enter
prise, can one proceed to analyze whether the defendant might also
be a co-perpetrator of those other crimes which, despite falling out
side lhe common criminal plan, are natural and foreseeable conse
quences of its implementation.

From a subjective perspective, the extended form of joint criminal
enterprise requires the defendant (i) 10 be aware that the commission of
the foreseeable crimes is a possible conseq uence of the implementation
of the common criminal plan. and (ii) to take the risk voluntarily by

M Prosecutor v Kmojelac (Judgment) ICTY-97-25-T (15 March 2002) at para 78,
See also Tadic Case Appeals Judgmem (supra note l3J, at paras 202, 203. 228;
Krnojrlac Case Appeals Jud~\menl (supra note 24), at para 89; Vasiljt>.'lc Case
Appeah Judgment (supra note 24), al para 98; Kvocka Case AppeaJs Jndgment
(supra nOle 24), al para 82: and Krajisnik Ca.I'e Trial Jud~'T\1enl (supra nole 14), at
para RO, See also Haan, .wpra note 64.

67 Its appliC<llion has been considered particularly apposite to cases in which the
eommon criminal plan is to forcibly remove at gun-poinl members of one ethnicity from
their town, village or region (to effecl 'ethnic cleansing') wilh the consequenee Ihal, in the
course of doin,g so, one or more of the vic·lim:; is shot and killed. While murder may not
have b~n explicitly acknowled,ged to be part of the common plan, it was nevertheless
foreseeable that the forcible removal ofcivilians al gunpoint could very well result in lhe
dea ths of one or more of those civilians. See in particular Tadic Case Appeals JUdgment
(fbid), at paras 204, 228; and Vasi/jevic Case Appeals Judgmenl (Ibid), at parli 99. See
also KmojFfac Case Appeals Jndgment (supra note 24), at para 31; Blaskic Case Appeals
Judgment (JlJprU note 32), at para 66; K~'ocka C£U'e Appeals Judgment (supra note 24), al
para 83; Stakic Case Appeals Judgment (supra note 24), at para 65; Manic Case Appeals
Judgment (supra note 24) at para~ 83-84; and Krajisnik Case Trial Judgmenl (supra nole
24), al para 81; See also Haan, .supra note 64, at 191-192.

6~ Tadic Case Appeals Judgment (Ibid), at paras 204, 228; Vasi/jn·ic Case Appeab
JUdgment (Ibid), al para 99; Krnojelac Case Appeals Judgment (Ibid), at para 32;
Blaskic Case Appeals Judgmem (Ibid}; Kl'lJcka Case Appeals Judgment (Ibid), lit
para 83; Stakic Case Appeals Judgment (Ibid), at plira 65: Martie Case Appeals
Judgmem (Ibid) at paras 83-R4; and Krajisrtik Case Trial Judgment (Ibid), at para 81.
See also Haan, supra nole 64, at 191-192.
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joining or continuing to participate in the enterprisc.69 As a result, it
embraces au advertent recklessness standard because the defendant
need not be aware that there is a 'likelihood' or a 'substantial likelihood'
(high level of risk) that the foreseeable crimes will be committed as a
result of implementing the common criminal plan, He needs only [0 be
aware that the commission of the foreseeable crimes is just a 'possible
consequence' (low level of risk) of effecting the common criminal
plan. 7o Moreover, in spite of the fact that thedefendant only needs to be
aware of the existence of a low level of risk, he is not required to 'clearly
or expressly' accept the commission of the foreseeable crimes. On the
contrary, it is sufficient that he takes the risk by joining or continuing to
participate in the joint criminal enterprise. 71 This marks a critical dis
tinction with the notion of dolu.s evenllwlis which, according to ICe
PTe I, constitutes the lowest level orintention.71

69 Ibid.

70 Ibid.

71 Blu.<kir Cuse Appeals Judgmenl (J'upru note 32). <II para 33. See also The
Proseculor \! Ramush Haradinaj el al. (Judgment) ICTY-04-S4-T (] April 2008) para
139. This in~erpretation is supported by a number of author~, mch as S. Powles,
.Iailll Criminal Enterprise: Crimillul Liubifil}' by Prosecutoriallngenuity and Judicial
Creal/viry."', 2 Journal of International Criminal Juslice 609 (2004): ~'an der Wilt,
supra note 32, al 96; and Ambos Amim! Curiae Brief (supra note 61). at IB.

72 According 10 ICC PTC I, the cumulative reference to 'intent' and 'knowledge' in
article 30 oflhe ICC Stalute requires the existence ofa volitional element on Ihe part of
the suspect. This would ;fl/er alia include 'siluations in which the ~uspecl (a) i~ aware of
the risk lhal the objeclive elements of the crime may result from his action~ or omis
sions, and (b) accepls such an outcome by reeoncHing himself or herself with it or
con~en!ing to it (also know as dofus e~elltuufis).' Moreover, aceording to ICC PTe I,
in ~imalions of dob.! el'enllJufis oue ean distinguish two 1ypes of seenarios: 'First, if the
risk of bringing about lhe objecli~'e ~Iemen ~s of the crime is substantial (lhal is, there is a
ri~k of the substantial likelihood thal "it will occur in the ordinary course of evenls")
the f<lct th<lt the suspect acc~pts the ide<l of bringing about th~ objeclive element~ of lhe
crime can be inferred from: (i) the awareness by the suspecl of the substantial likelihood
thal his or hcr actions or omi~sions would result in the realisalion of thc objeclive
elements of the crime; and (ii) thedecision by [he suspecI to carry OUI his or her actions
or omission~ despite such awareness. Secondly, if [he risk of briugiug about the
objective elemenls of thc crimc is low, the suspect must haw clearly or expressly ac
ceptcd lite idea thaI such objectivc elements may results from his or her actions or
omissions.' See Luhangu Case Continnation of Chargcs (supra note 16). al paras 350
353. See also the cemcurring definition of dulus el'entlia!is provided for in th~ Siakic
Case Trial Judgment (supra notc 14), at para 587. ICC PTC I has also underSCOTed in
the Luballgu case thal dolus erenlua/is aud advertent rccklessness are different notions
insofar as (advertcnl) r~ckl~smess 'is nol part of the eoncepl ofinlention. ' See Lilballga
Case Confinnalion of Charges (supra note 16), at para 355. n 438. See also G. P.
Flelcher Relhinking Criminal Lal~' (2nd ed, Oxford, Oxford Uni~'eni[)' Press, 2000) 443.
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Nevertheless, for some authors, the extended form of joint crim
inal enterprise could also be applied in situations in which the
defendant is not aware that the commission of the foreseeable crimes
is a possible consequence of the implementation of the common
criminal plan. 73 As long as the defendant is, objectively, in a position
to foresee that possibility, it is irrelevant whether he actually foresees
it. 74 Accordingly, the extended fonn of joint criminal enterprise
would be applicable as long as it can be shown that a "man of
reasonable prudence" in the same position as the defendant would
predict that the commission of the foreseeable crimes is a possible
consequence of the implementation of the common criminal plan. 75

In the view of the author, the adoption of this approach would
amount to introducing a negligence standard insofar as the defendant
would be conviceed for breaching his duty to conduct himself with
due diligence in analysing the possible consequences of the imple
mentation of the common criminal plan prior to joining it. 76

Allhough its supporters justify it in light of the need to require par
licular care from those who enter into common criminal plans,77 the
case law of the ad hoc Tribunals has consistently rejected the intro
duction of any negligence standard. 78

':' Cassese Amicus Curiae Brief (supra nele 9), at paras 26-27.
74 {hid.

~l Ibid.

16 The standard proposed by the Cassese Amicus Curiae Brief (supra note 9), at
5.1.1, does not even reach the level of inadvertent reeklessness, whieh resembles to
the civjl law category of 'gross negligence', insofar as it is based on a 'man of
reasonable prudenee' or 'average man' standard. See the distinction bctwe"t'"n inad
vertent re"e"kkssness (gross negligence") and mere negligence in Lubanga Ca.'iC Con
firmation of Charges (supra nole 16), at para 358.

77 Cassese Amicus Curiae Brief (SlJprU note 9), at para 82,

n See inler alia Slakic Ca.'ie Trial Judgment (supra nole 14), at para 587; Tht'
PW.'in'lJlOr vSlollislo~ Galic (Judgment) ICTY-98-29-T (5 De.::ember 2003), paras 54
55; Brdanill Cast' Trial Judgment (.'iUprl1 nOle 26) para 386; The ProseClJtor II Nasser
Ode (Judgment) ICTY-03-68-T (30 June 2(06) para 348; and The PrOSCClJtor II MiltlTJ
Mar/i.. (Judgment) ICTY-95-11-T (ll June :!007) para 60. Moreover, in the context
of eommand responsibility, the" "~hould have known" standard introdueed by The
PraseClJlor II Tihomir Blaskic (Judgment) ICTY-95-14--T (3 March 2000) ]32 has been
systematically rejected by the Appeals Chambers of the ad hoc Tribunals because;
according to lhem. artieles 7l3) of the ICTY Statute \lnci 6(3 ) of the ICTR Statute do
not crimina lise the superiors' mere lack of due diligence in complying with their duty
to be informed of their subordinates' activitie"s. See in this regard, The Prosemlor ~

Ignace Bagifishema (Appeals Chamber Judgment) ICTR·95-01A-A (3 July 2002)
paras 35-42; The Proseculor I' Zejllil De/atic et al. (Appeals Chamber Judgment)
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According to the ICTY Appeals Chamber. the extended form of
joint criminal enterprise is applicable to crimes whose definition
requires a more stringent general subjective element, such as dO/lis
direr/lis in the first degree (specifically aiming at causing the objective
elements of the crime), dolus directus in the second degree (acceptance
of the occurrence of the objective elements of the crime as a necessary
consequence of the achievement of one's main purpose) or even do/us
eventualis. 79 lt is also applicable to crimes, such as genocide, which, in
addition to the general subjective clement, require an additional
ulterior intent or dolus specialis (i,e" the intent to destroy in whole or
in part a national, ethnical, radal or religious group).80 As a result, a
defendant can be convicted for genocide pursuant to the extended

Footnote 78 continued
lCTY-96-21-A t20 February 2001) para 241; Krnojelac Case Appeals Judgment
(Abon: n 24), al para 151; B/askic Case Appeal~ Judh'll1ent (Above n J2), at para 61:
Tn., Prosecutor v Stanis/ai' Calic (Appeals Chamber Judgment) lCn' -98-29-A (JO
November 2006) para 184; Th.' Prosecutor v Enver Had"ihalianovic and Amir Kubura
(Appeals Chamber Judgmem) ICTY-OI-47-A (22 April 2008) par:J,~ 26-29; The
ProsecU!or \' Nasser Oric (Appeals Chamber Judgment) lCn'-03-68-A (J July 2008)
51; The Prasc(ulor v Pal'le Strugar (Appeals Chamber Judgmeut) rCTY-O 1-42-A (17
July 2008) p<ua 197.

79 In the Slakic case, the Defeuce argued on appeal that the uotion of joint
crimiual emerprise eould nOl be used lo 'impermissibly enlarge' the general subjective
elcmem provided for in the defiuition of such crimes and that would constitule a
violaliou of the principle o[ legality. The Stakic Case Appeals Judgment (supra nOle
::'.4), al paras 100-101, rejected Ihe Defeuce claim by merely slaling lhat, insofar as
lhe notion of joinl criminal enterpri5e does nOl violate the principle of legality
because it hilS been found to be part of customary internalionallaw since 1992, its
individual components (including the SUbjective clement of the extended form of
joint criminal enterprise) do not violate the legalilY principle either.

80 See the explanmion of the notion of ullcriol' iulent given by Smith & Hogan
(supra nore 18), at 112-lll Particular attenlion must be paid not to confuse the
common law notions of specific intent (which refers!o Ihe general subjective element
and its equivalent (0 the civil law nOlion of dolus dir('ctus in the firsL degree) ilnd
ulterior inlen! (which refers to an additional subjeclive elemcnt cousisting of a spe
cific purpose that must molivale the commi~sion of the crime and its equivaleut to
the civil law notion of dolus speciali.o).
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fonn of joint criminal enterprise, even though he did not act with the
requisite genocidalintentl:(]

The case law of the ad hoc Tribunals has made no distinction
concerning the nature of the three forms of joint criminal enterprise.
As a result, after the 2.1 May 2.003 ICTY Appeals Chamber Decision
on Joint Criminal Enterprise, all three forms of joint criminal
enterprise have been consistently considered theories of co-perpe
tration that give rise to principal liability. Nevertheless, as the Amicus
Curiae Briefs presented by Ambos and McGill University in the Dueh
case have pointed out, this presents unique problems in relation to
the extended fonn of joint criminal enterprise. 82

In this regard, it is important to highlight that, under the concept
of co-perpetration, an individual can be held criminally liable as a
principal to a crime despite the fact that he has not carried out all the
objective elements of the crime. This is only possible because the
actions or omissions of other individuals are attributed 10 him/her
due to the fact [hat they all acted in a coordinated manner pursuant
to a common plan and that [hey all shared the intention to have the
relevant crime committed. 83

The situation in an extended fonn of joint criminal enterprise is
different because, in spite of the existence of a common criminal plan:
(i) Ihe foreseeable crimes are not part of such plan, as [hey are only
natural and foreseeable consequences of its implementation; and (ii)
there is no shared intention among the members of the joint criminal

~I Proseculor ~' Brdanin (Decision on InlerlocUlory Appeal) ICfY-99-36-A (19
March 2004) paras 5-10. See also AI/rlre RlVamakuba • The Proseculor (Appeals
Chamtx:r Decision au Interlocutory Appeal Regarding Application or Join! Crimi
nal Enterprise to the Crime of Genocide) ICTR-98-44-ARn.4 (22 October 2004)
paras JO, 14, 31 [hereinafter Rwamakuba Case Decision on the- Application of .foinl
Criminal Entcrprise to Ihe Crime or Genocide].

,1 Ambos Amicus C/lrille Brier (supra no Ie (1), at 3.5 and 4.3.3; and McGill
Amicus Curiae Brief (supra note 64), al paras 42 ef seq. See also generally the
problems identified by A. Zahar and G. Sluiler, lnlernalional Crimin,d Lm,·: A
Criticallmrorlucrion (Oxford, OVP. 2007), pp, 221-257; and M. Bool, Genocide,
Crimes again.lt Humanil)-" and ~Far Crimes: Nuf{um Crimen Sine Lrgt arid SIJ~iecl

Maller Jurisdiction of the InrNnationa/ Criminal Cpurl (Ant\l,erp~n, [ntersemia,
2002), pp. 288-304; Ohlin, supra note 28, at 69 et seq; and ~an Sliedregt, supra note
31, at 184 et seq. This h'dS prompted some strong supporters of the notion of joint
criminal euterprisc 10 camion against il~ overbroad application. See A. Cassese. Thr
Prop!'r Limil.r (!llndlvidual ResprJrlJiblfill' under Ihe DoC/rine 0/ Joint Criminal
Enraprise, 5 Journal of International Criminal Justice 109 (2007).

0.1 Lubanga Case Confirmalion of Charges (supra note 16). at para 326; and
Karllngfl and Ngudjolo Case Confirmation of Charges (supra note 6), al para 520.
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enterprise to have such crimes commiul"d. All that is required is that
the defendant himself (and nobody else) perceives the commission of
the said crime.:; by one of the members of the joint criminal enterprise
as a 'possible consequence' of implementing the common criminal
plan. Whether the other members of the enterprise also foresee such
possibility and jointly take the risk is irrelevant.

As a result, the defendant cannol be attributed the actions or
omissions of those other members of the enterprise who complete the
objective elements of the foreseeable crimes. In this regard, Ambos
has explained in its AmiclJs Curiae Brief:

The conflict of leE III with [he principle of culpability is obvious. If, according to
leE IiI, all members of a criminal enterprise incur criminal responsibility even for
criminal aC1S by somt' members which have nol been agreed npon by all members
before Ihe aclual commission but are. nonetheless, attribnted to all of them on The
basis of foreseeability, the previous agreemenl or plan of the participants as the basis
of reciproeal attribU!ion and. Ihus, a general prineiple in the law of co-perpetra tion is
abolished. The existence of causalilY between the initial agreement or plan and lhe
criminal exeess does nO( overeome the deficit of eulpability,.H4

Portraying the extended form of joint criminal enterprise as a theory
of co-perpetration that gives rise to principal liability, as the case law
of the ad hoc Tribunals has done since 2003, poses some additional
problems if one intends to apply it to (i) crimes whose definition
requires a more stringent general subjective element and (ii) crimes
requiring an additional ulterior intent or dolus specialis,B5

in particular, in relation to the crime of genocide, van Sliedregt
has pointed out that, where the defendant does not act with a
genocidal intent, but is aware of the possibility that some of the other
participants in the enterprise may do it, he cannot be considered a
principal (co-perpetrator) to the crime. As a result, only if the ex
tended form of joinl criminal enterprise is a lheory of accessorial
liability, can it be applicable to the crime of genocide,86

84 Ambos Amicus Curiae Brief (supra note 61), at 3.5.

05 See McGill Amicu~' Curiae Brirr (,wpra note 64), at para 49; and Ambos Amicus
CIHiae Brief (Ibid), at 3.5,

"~van Sliedregt, '';Ul'ra note 31, at 281-285. In order to jnstify the applieation of
the eXlended form of joint criminal enterprise 10 gec!<1cide, van Sliedregt has affinned
thal it is a theory of accessorialliabilit)' 10 whieh thc principles of dcrivali_e liabilit.y
apply. She reaches her conclusion in light of the follOWing two premises: (i) [he
nolion of joint criminal enterprise <l.S elahorated by the ease law of the ad hoc
Tribunals is rooled in the common purpose docuine applied in common law juris
dietions and in post WW II cases; and (ii) common law jurisdictions and post WW II
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In response to these concerns, those authors who support the
development of the extended form of jOlOt criminal enterprise as a
theory of co-perpetration that gives rise to principal liability, focus
their discourse on 'policy arguments', In this regard, Cassese has
underscored in its Amitus Curiae Brief:

'As to th<: fonndation as the very raison d'elre of ICE 3, it bears noting that this mode
of responsibility j, fonnded in considerations of pnblic policy-the need to protecl
society against persons who band together to engage in criminal enterprises and who
persist in their criminal conduet though they foresee thaI more ,efious crimes outside
the eommon enterprise may be oommitted. [.. I Finally, any fear of abuse in applying
ICE liability is mitigated at the international level because (i) international trials are
predieated on full respecl of tbe rights of the accused; tbis entails thaI the defendant
may bring elements to show that he could not possible foresee the extra crime (and he
would thus not be culpable for ill; (ji) international and hybrid tribunals, profes
sional judges, capable of exercising care and prudence, determine whether the cul
pability of the offender is proved beyond a reasonable dOllbl".~i

However, in the author's view, these policy arguments do not address
any of the above-mentioned coneerns based on the legality and cul
pability principles. Indeed, the relevance of these concerns is such,
that the drafters of the ICC Statute excluded any form of criminal
liability somewhat akin to the extended form of joint criminal
enterprise from the realm of article 25(3)(d). This is the result of
requiring under Ihis provision that the relevam contribution be car·
ried out, at the very least, "in the knOWledge of the intention of the
group to commit the erime".88 As a consequence, no eriminalliability
arises under article 2S(3)(d) of the ICC St~lute in relation to those
crimes which are not intended by the group, and are only a possible
consequence of effecting the group's common plan. 89 This exclusion
was made despite the fact that article 2S(3)(d) of the ICC Statute only

Footnote 1!i6 continued
cases hllve never regllrded the eommon purpose doctrine as a theory of eo-perpe
tration giving rise to prim:ipal liability; quite the contrary, they nonsidered it as a
theory of partnership in crime of accomplice liability. See van Sliedregt. (supra note
31) 201 to 205. See also MeGill Amicus Curial' Brief (Ibid), at paras 50-51; and
Ambos Amicus Curiap Brief (Ibid), at 3.5.

87 Cassese Amicus Cur/ap Brief (supru note 9), at .5.3.2.

88 Concurring, Fletcher lind Ohlin, supra note 63, aT 549.

89 Ihid.
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includes a 'residual form of accessorial liability' (as opposed to a
theory of co-perpetration or prineipalliability).90

V CONCLUSION

The amici curiae written briefs recently submitted in the Duch ease
have shown that those issues relating to the nature and customary
status. of the notion of joint criminal enterprise are far from being
settled. The attempt by the case law of the ad hoc Tribunals, after the
21 May 2003 ICTY Appeals Chamber Decision on Joint Criminal
Enterprise, to alter the nature of the overall notion of joint criminal
enterprise has, to a very important extent, contributed to this situa
tion.

As discussed in section 3(b) above, such a notion, traditionally
conceived as a notion of partnership in crime or accomplice liability
in a eommon law sense, has been portrayed in the last 5 years by the
said case law as a theory of co-perpetration giving rise to prineipal
liability on the sole basis of the analysis made by the Tadic Case
Appeals Judgment back in 1999, at a time in which the ad hoc
Tribunals case law had not yet clearly adopted (he distinetion
between principal and accessorial liability and still understood the
notion of joint criminal enterprise according to its traditional defi·
nition.

FurthemlOre, as discussed in Sect. 4 above, the case law of the ad
hoc Tribunals has made no distinetion as to the nature of all three
forms of joint criminal enterprise. As a result, sinee 2003, such case
law has (i) portrayed the extended form of joint criminal enterprise as
a theory of co-perpetration; and Oi) upheld its application to crimes
whose definition requires a more stringent general subjective element,
as well as to ulterior intent or dolus specioUs crimes.

This attempt to alter the situation existing in 1998, when the ICC
Statute was approved has led to the current manifest dichotomy
between the case law of the ICC and that of the ad hoc Tribunals on
this matter, as well as to several insurmountable problems in the
application of the extended foml of joint criminal enterprise in the
case law of the ad hoc Tribunals.

9'] Lub,mgtJ Can' Confinnalion of Charges (supra note 16), at para 337; and
Kalanga and iVi!udj% Case Confinnalion of Charges (supra nOle 6), at para 483. See
also Werle, supra note 33, al 212-213; and Ambos, Article 25, supra nOle 58, al
478--480,
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In the author's view, this unsatisfactory scenario would be SIg

nificantly ameliorated if the focus were shifted from the last 5 years'
attempt to alter the nature of the nOlion ofjoint criminal enterprise to
the application of such nOlion in accordanee with its Vt'idely accepted
traditional definition,
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